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Introduction

In 1978 when the current wave of attacks on English programs had
barely begun, the Department of Education at the University Of Chi-
cago asked a number of scholars to come together to consider what is
most basic to the study of English in the schools. Out of that invita-
tion came a conference entitled "The English Curriculum under
Fire:" Today, as the attacks continue with increased intensity, the
responses of those scholars have even greater relevance. The following
are six of the eight papers presented°at that conference.

In the first, George Hillocks, Jr., surveys the nature of the attacks,
which range from charges of incompetency to varieties of censorship,
and suggests why English teachers may be more vulnerable to public
criticism than members of other professions. He urges that English
teachers take increased responsibility for what happens in English
programs. Basic to such an effort is the kind of thinking exemplified
In the paliers by Wayne C. Booth, James' R. Squire, E. D. Hirsch, Jr.,
James E. Miller, Jr., and Bruno Bettelheim, each of which considers
what is most basic to education in English and the language arts.

Wayne C. Booth addresses the essential question of why we do what
we do. He' defines rhetoric as the center of the language arts"the
simple matter of learning to understand what people are really saying,
learning to look at what words really mean, and learning to respond
with words that do important work in the world." He makes clear the
need to move beyond using such, knowledge merely to detect_false
rhetoric. Knowledgeof rhetoric allows us to create as well as to
defend. Words, he argues, have the power to make the present and
direct the hiture: "Our minds and souls have been made mainly out of
other people's rhetoric." In examining why we do what we do, Booth
takes us through a powerful chain of syllogisms, arguing from the
initiarpremise that "individual freedom is a fundamental value we all
pursue, and indeed ought to pursue, as essential to all else that we
value" to the final conclusion "that liberal education as the study of
rhetoric-is-our-best-hope-for presqving-the-possibility-of iree,activity
of any kind." Such are the basics to which we must return.

5
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In the third paper. James R. Squire examines the cry for basics in
the teaching of writing in light of the "serious questions about the
quality and the amount of instruction arid practice that children are
receiving in writing." He offers four neglected "touchstones," atten-
tion to which can improve the teaching of writing. First, schools must
increase the time devoted to providing instruction and pr:ctice in
writing; second, schools must deal with a variety of language func-
tions and require writing to be done across the disciplinesnot merely
in English and language arts; third, schools must provide time not
only for learning-such supportive skills as spelling and punctuation
but especially for learning the basic processes of composing; and,
fourth, he urges that we identify the most teachable moments in the
basic composing process and give those priority in teaching. Anyone
seriously concerned about structuring or evaluating writing programs
in schools will find these guidelines useful.

E. D. Hirsch, Jr., author of the fourth papa, also turns his atten-
tion to composition. He first considers the question of why writing is
so difficult and posits two major causes of the difficulty. First, writing
is decontextualized, written apart from concrete situations and for
vaguely defined audiences, and, therefore, requires far greater explicit-
ness than does ordinary speech. Second, writing requires the use of so
many skills at once that it Often results in "cognitive overload," a
condition in which, as the difficulty of the task increases, the writing
becomes less and less adequate. Professor Hirsch then offers recom-
mendations for instruction, which include making young writers
aware of the differences between writing and speech and reducing the
cognitive demands through various strategies. His paper, provides
useful ideas for teachers and curriculum makers.

The final two papers attend to what is basic in literature and
reading. In "The Basics and the Imagination," James E. Miller, Jr.,
"sifts through the debris" (*the past and reviews two of the attempts
to get down to basics, since the launching of Sputnik: the drive for
excellence impelled by curriculum centers sponsored by the United
States Office of Education, with their emphasis on highly structured
curricula, and the counterfor :t of the Dartmouth Conference in 1966,
with its emphasis on more open "growth" models. Both seemed to
produce "basics" worthy of commitment at the time, "basics" which
now lie in ruin. Turning to the present, Miller "scans the horizon"
for sources cf help. He finds university English departments preoc-
cupied with their own declining fortunes, recent literary criticism
offering only a kind of egocentric "critical nihilism," and even recent
literature similarly "self-centered and of diminishing relevance." His
"re-excavation of the foundations" reveals the education of the literary
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imagination to be an essential basic, basic to morality and under-
standing, to growth and awareness.

In the final essay, Bruno Bettelheim, through a fascinating series, of
examples, illustrates "The Unconscious at Work in Reading." He
argues that the unconscious allows children to make reading a deeply
Personal experience when they invest words with personal meanings.
This necessary personalizing of the reading experience sometimes
resutts m what adults regard as misreadings. Bettelheim argues that
such errors are simply signs of the child's need to find personal
meaning in reading. When adults accept such misreadings and under-
stand the needs that precipitated them, children spontaneously correct
their own "misreadings."

In each case, the contributors to,Ahis volume have cited "basics"
that are far different from those of the current "back-to-basics" move-
ment, whose basics these scholars regard as at best subskills to be
routinized. Perhaps a paraphrase of Wayne Booth's subtitle is a fitting
title for this whole collection: "Our Basics Are More Basic Than Your
Basics." Our task as English teachers, then, is to emphasize the core of
English studieswhat all the contributors might agree to call the
education and growth of the linguistic imagination.

The conference at which the papers in this volume were presented
was sponsored by the Univeriity of Chicago's Department of Educa-
tion and the Illinois Humanities Council and by grants from Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, Inc.; Harper and Row Publishers, Inc.; Hayden
Book Company, Inc.; D. C. Heath cnd Company; Houghton Mifflin
Company; Scholastic Magazines, Inc.; and Time Incorporated. With-
out the support of all these groups the conference would not have
`been possible.

Besides the speakers whose work is included here, a number of
other people made important contributions to the success of the
conference. These include Jane: Emig of Rutgers University and
David Thorburn of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who were
bOth featured speakers but who did not make their work available for
this publication. An extremely important facet of the conference were
the continuing discussion groups led by prominent figures in the
fields of English and education, including Marguerite Bougere,
Marjorie Farmer, Stephen M. Judy, Michael Marsden, John C. Mellon,
Lee Odell, Roy C. O'Donnell, Walter Petty, Joseph M. Williams,
Larry Johanness'en, and Michael Smith. The work of Faye Kachttr,
who assisted in planning the conference from its inception to its
completion, was particularly important.
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George Hillocks, Jr.
University of Chicago

I first realized how ubiquitous the attacks on English programs were
when I encountered a lad)? in the woods a couple Of summers ago. She
and her family had camped next to mine. She was something of a
behemoth,with a bellow to match. When she wanted to communicate
with her friends three campsites away, she would simply raise her
voice a few decibels to overcome interference from noisy children and
rock music. You might say she was a mass medium all by herself.
Although I was impressed by this vocal virtuosity, I made no attempt
to develop her acquaintance.

For two afternoons I remained at camp alone, writing at a table in
the open. This obviously strange behavior piqued her curiosity and,
on the second day, she trundled over to investigate. She wasted no
words. "I notice," she_saici, "that you've been sitting there writing,
and writing, and writing! You must be a teacher, and I'll bet an
English teacher." I opined as how I was, having been caught red-
handed at a telltale activity. I might have tried_to derty_ithad I
known what,was comiaga harangue thinly disguised as a question.

7What do you think of these English programs in all the. high
schools nowadays? Why, do you know the :kids don't have to take any
special coursesno grammar, no writing? And the so-called literature -

they read in some of them. It's no more than the stuff anybody can
pick out of the rack at thetorner_drugstore-Some of it is downright
Trashy: These young people are coming through high school, and I
know for a fact that they are not learning grammaror how to-write
a good sentence. And they don't even read the great writers." She went
on to explain, permitting only an occasional "Hmmm" or "Uh-huh"
from me, that she had been invited by the principal of the local high
school to participate in a citizens' committee charged with evaluating
the English program. The principal thought she'd be a pushover and
just go along with everything, she said. But she got down, to work and

1
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did some "research." She obtained the course descriptions to see what
was being offered. She talked with personnel managers at several large
companies in the area and the chair of the English department at
a local community college. They all agreed that the students gradu-
ating from the local high school couldn't spell, couldn't write
good sentence, and couldn't even read directions for filling out
applications very well. She went on at some length about the failures
of English programs.

decided, then and there, that when people get all excited about
such, things during the summer and out in the woods at that, we are
in trouble as English teachers.

Time magazine confirmed my fears a few weeks later. The Nov
ber 14;) 1977, issue carried a cover story, "High Schools under Fire,
that did a pretty good job on English teaching as it related the
problOs confronting American high schools. A little informal con-
tent analysis lays it on the line. The article makes about twenty-five
specific references to instruction, curricula, or test results in particular
subject-matter areas. Sixteen of them are to English or language arts,
and all sixteen are perjorative. Some examples may not be altogether
gratuitous here. According to Time, course,titles sound like question
categories on television game shows: Great Sleuths, Exploring the
Occult, Contemporary Issues. A ninth-grade teacher of college-prepar-
atory English is described as instructing "her students on how to
talk to one another. She pouts and gestures to illustrate tone and
attitude changes then reads a short story about being loving and
capable. For homework, the students are told to make a tear in a sheet
of paper each time someone is,mean to them and a pencil mark when
someone makes them feel good about themselves." At another high
school a sophomore honors English class watches act 3, scene 1, of
The Merchant of Venice on film. "There is no discussion and only a
few questions about the plot. The eighteen students and their teacher
all hunch silently in their seats." "_ student complains that teachers
don't give enough practice in writing; another complains that some-
one "screwed up" because he had not learned grammar. A teacher of
German observes that her students can't spell English, and the authors
of the article lament declining test scores and the lack of standard
survey courses.

I suspect that there has been dissatisfaction with English teaching
for some timeeven before the days of declining test scores. But the
test score datathe verbal SAT score dropped 47 points between 1963
and 1976has provided all sorts of critics with new.vipons and has
certainly received public attention. One-stu.tpubliSfiid in 1975 sur--

9
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veyed data from several achievement test batteries including the SAT,
PSAT, and ACT for college entrance as well as tests used at lower
grades: Iowa Tests of Educational Development, Iowa Tests of Basic
Skills, Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills, and National Assessment
of Educational Progress. The authors of the study conclude that "for
the past decade, nearly all reported test data show.declines from grade
5 onwards. The declines become more pronounced at higher grade
levels. This pattern is obvious in all tested areas."' Various commen-
tators have attributed the declines to television viewing, to humanistic
education, to a general movement away from the basics, to dropping
enrollments in English courses, to changes in the length of the-school
day. A number of studies indicate that the most important factor in
the test score decline may simply be time on :ask. If students donot
enroll in English courses, their achievement scores drop.2 If the length
of the school day or year is cut, or if average daily attendance drops,
then achievement scores also drop.3

Whatever the causes of the decline and whatever its meaning,
various groups have used the fact of the decline as evidence that
school prograr ,s are not what they should be. A pamphlet published
by the Heritage Foundation, Secular Humanism and the Schools,
begins with an exposition of the decline in SAT and ACT scores and
goes on to argue that "secular humanism" has replaced the basics in
the schools.4 Whether or not that assertion is true is not so important
as the fact that the decline has given critics tremendous leverage.
Think how much less force would lie behind the assertion that secular
humanism is rampant in the schools if there had been no drop in
academic achiei,ement.

The attacks launched against school programs seem, like Gaul,
divisible into three parts: attacks against content, against methodol-
ogy, and against ideology. Not only is the teaching of English open to
attack in these areas, but in each area the English teacher is caught
between almost diametrically opposed sides.

In the content area of grammar, for example, we have known since
the publication of the Braddock study in 1963 that, and I quote, "In
view of the widespread agreement of research studies based upon many
types of students and teachers, the conclusion can be stated in strong

,and unqualified terms: the teaching of formal grammar has a negli-
gible or, because it usually displaces some instruction and practice in
actual composition, even a harmful effect on the improvement of
writing."3 On the other hand, many teachers of English have never
abandoned grammar. And a pamphlet from the Council for Basic
Education by Professor Kenneth Oliver argues that without formal
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grammar speakers of English will never get beyond a brand of local
dialect that only "reflects and perpetuates local culture." Such lan-
guage, the pamphlet continues, "represents a limited possibility for
understanding, profiting by and contributing to the larger, total
culture of America."6 Oliver equates ,'understanding English" and
using Standard Englishas though a speaker of a local dialect is
precluded from developing a large, effective vocabulary capable of
dealing with complex and subtle ideas. He then attacks the rote learn-
ing of grammatical rules as tedious -.for students and as failing to
"prodt.ce a sense of the relatedness of the materials learned." What is
important, he argues: is learning "the principles of linguistic struc-
ture. . The teacher who does know and understand the basic prin-
ciples can use any grammatical system that tells the truth about

slanguage."7 And just what are these basic principles? The first is that
"there are different word functions." Oliver then provides the familiar
definitions of nouns and verbs. The basic principles of linguistic
structure turn out to be the rules of traditional school grammar
right'ilown to the diagramming of sentences. After making various
grade level recommendations, he explains that "when the program

outlined here is adopted and carried through the tenth grade,
many.students will see the value of what they have done and of the
potential for further learning that lies ahead."8 Unfortunately, Pro-
fessor Oliver never explains how learning these basic principles will
enable children "to mare the most of their native abilities" or "cope
with the full range of human experiences." In fact, he does not even
explain how Learning these principles will help them write better
compositions or get better scores on standardized tests.

Methodology has been a second prolific source of conflict. Parents
have objected to laxity in classrooms, to allowing students too many
choices, to grade inflation, to the abandonment of requirements.
Although such objections, as far as I know, have never been consoli-
dated into a major attack, they have contributed to a general public
uneasiness about schooling. In part, such objections have contributed
to the rapid rise of Christian schools across the country.

Some of the most extreme proponents of the unstructured classroom
have recommended strongly against teacher planning. Robert Parker
and Maxine Daly assert that "quite clearly, too much teacher planning
ahead of time destroys the possibility of developing a truly student -
centered, growth - promoting classroom." If one must plan, these writ-
ers recommen-,1 "only a certain amount of spadework . in the
beginning." Planning is only appropriate for teachers who feel un-
comfortable in the ideal, unstructured classroom.

11
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Ever since Neville Bennett's, study on the relationship between
teaching styles and pupil progress, however, recommendations for the
unstructured, informal classroom have become. increasingly suspFct.
Bennett found that achievement gains in ,reading, math, and English
were higher in formal classes than in informal oneswith one excep-
tion. In one informal classroom, achievement gains were equal to or
higher than those of the formal classrooms. In .this classroom the
teacher carefully structured and evaluated activities der:gned to effect
cognitive She also allowed children freedom of movement
in the classroom. In short, although the learning environment was
rather unstructured, the curriculum content was carefully structured.10
An unstructured environment does not, appear necessary Co cognitive
gains,.but carefully structured curricular content.does.

Many of the attacks on subject matter came as the result of very
basic ideological conflicts..I refer particularly to the book protest that
took place in Kanawha County, West Virginia, in 1974 and 1975.
Various commentators have characterized these attacks as the revolt of
those whose needs the.schools have failed to meet, or of a "submerged
social ,cliss." Many teachers and administrators believe them to be the
result of a "monied" right wing conspiracy, the goal of which is to
"take over public education."

Whilethe protest InVolygs elements of emotionalism, racism, class
struggle, apd even assistance from vari9us Semservative groups, evi-
dence indicates that it derives its life from issues more basic than any
of those interpretations suggests. The protest i3 rooted in a conflict
between diametrically opposed beliefs, about the naatre of truth and
human behavior. On the one side is found inplquestionjng faith in
revelation as the most ir,portant avenue to truth and guidanee for
human behavior; on the other, a beliefdn,reason and empiricism that
subjects all knowledge, including what is attained throt.gh revelation,
to what Descartes called systematic chubt. The protesters set, many,
signs of the latter, Which they call "humanism," in textbooks. For
them, the conflict between "creeping humanism" and their own
values is of ftndamental importance. Indeed, given the context of tax-
supported schools and compulsory education. no resolution to the
conflict may be possible without basic changes either in educational
goals or in the principles govet tiing our dimocracy.

The staunch, unflinching belief of the fundamentalists in the Bible
as the revealed word of God and, therefore, as the most important
source of truth has several ramifications. Two of these set fundamen-
talism apart from orthodox protestant churches: a belief in Biblical
prophecy, especially prophecies pertaining to the return of Christ. and

yti
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the millenium, and a belief in Satan as the powerful, highly intel-
ligent enemy of man. When I interviewed various pastors in Kanawha
County and inquired about bean in the millenium, I was almost
invariably referred to a book called The Late Great Planet Earth by
Hal Lindsey and C.C. Carlson. Published in 1970, it is one of the most
popular books ever produced in the Un.ted States, having sold over
ten million copies, in its first seven years, The book argues that since
1948 with the reestablishment of the state of Israel (one of the first
requirements for the fulfillment of the millenial prophecies), the "signs
of the times" indicate that Biblical prophecies =re now in the process
of fulfillment. The Antichrist is abroad in the land, and the forces
are dligning themselves for the great confrontation. Satan, working
by indirection, is constantly among men and womenenrolling them
in his armies, luring them through secular philosophy and worldly
pleasure to abandon the teachings of Christ. In Kanawha County
when a splinter group compOsecl of antibook people who had broken
with the official textbook review committee submitted its report to the
Board Of Education, they prefaced the five hundred page_ s with a
quotation from a McGuffey's Reader of 1854:

If you's can' induce a community todotlot the genuineness and
authenticity of the Scriptures; to queStion the reality, and obliga-
tions of religion; to hesitate in deciding whether there be any '
such thing as virtue or vice; whether there be an external state of
retribution beyond the grave; or whether there exists any such
c.lfeing as God, you have broken down the barriers of moral virtue,
and hoisted the flood gates of-immorality and crime.

The fear of a humanism that chips away at Christian morality,
especially at a time when the millenium may be near, continues to
fuel, protests against books and schools and to nourish the Christian
school movement. 'Clearly, iE one result of education is to produce
individuals who question what.they encounter, who do not accept the
old or the new at face value, who search for and create solutions to
problems, who do what is necessary for the creation of new. knowl-
edge; then, education must be at loggerheads with the fundamentalists
and other groups:who prefer to avoid such approaches to knowledge.

Christian fundamentalists are not the only Ones who have voiced
disapproval of curricular content because of underlying ideology.
Even, certain formerly sacrosanct literary works have become the focus
of conflict. Only a ,few years ago, for example, a small group of
parents whose children attended the New Trier (Illinois) high schools
wrote to the superintendent of schools:
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_ _Our objection is to the use of Huckleberry Finn as required
reading for classroom discussion in order to receive course
credit. . .. Our primary objection is as follows:

The book is racially offensive and destructive to the self-image
and self-,esteem of Black students who are required to partici-
pate in and endure classroom discussion of it's contents. .

Specifically, -some.of the points we see as self-evident are: Blacks
in the book are commonly Preferred to as "niggers." The word
"nigger" was derogatory during the period in which the book
was written; today-it is outrageous and inflammatory.

There is no need to-dwell on the nature of these attacks, which are
undoubtedly all too familiar. The more important question is this:
Why do we seem to be so much more vulnerable to attack than,
members of other professions? Other professions have their failure
rates, too. The legal system appears unable to reform even those felons/
it is able to apprehend and convictwho, by the way, make up an
appallingly -low. percentage of those. who commit felonies: Doctors
face an inevitable failure rate,yhich by the very nature of the human;
condition is irreducible. Engineers haVe been unable to design air-
planes that do not crash, ships that do not sink, bridges that do not
collapse under stress. Chemists have not always produced synthetics, that-do no harm to the environment. While such professionals have
been subject to attacks, the attacks have been directed at particular
flaws in a system that the public views as generally sound. A bridge
here and there may collapse into a river, but, we do not distrust the
science of bridge building. Doctors necessarily lose more heart r atients
than they save, but we are content to praise them for the lives they are

'Able to extend. Teaching, on the other hand, is subject to general
criticism, distrust, and perhaps even contempt. Although the excep-
tional case of a student saved may be praised, teaching as a whole is
often condemned as inefficient, or worse, as incompetent.

see two major reasons for this wholesale condemnation. I'd like to
dispose of the first and go on to the second. Over three hundred years
of American education, people have assumed that just about anyone
can teach. Anyone who ha knowledge can impart it to others. Every-
one has been- to school, so everyone knows 'What teachers do: they
present material, administer tests, take attendance, and give grades. It
is a familiarity that, unfortunately, breeds contempt. The second
reason for the general distrust of teaching at least contributes to that
contempt and is perhaps primarily responsible for it. This reason has
to do with what might be called the teacher's sense of professionalism.

. Dan C. Lortie, in a sociological study of teaching entitled School-
teacher, atiempted to identify the ethos of-teaching --:."the pittern of
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oriebtations-and sentiments which is peculiar to teachers and which
distinguishes them from the members of other occupations."" That
discussion pro%ides a number of insights.

The first is that teaching lacks the traditions of codified knowledge
common to other professions. Let me quote:

Special schooling for teachers is neither intellectually nor organi-
zationally as complex as that found in the established professions.
The study of medicine and engineering is rooted in science; law
and divinity can point to generations of scholars who have con-
tribuced to their development. Neither holds for education, for
specialized study of the subject has a short history and an erratic
connection wit'. the mainstream of intellectual development in
modern society. Early study of education wasisolated from schol-
arship; attempts to integrate it with disciplines like psychology
have lasted only a few .decades. Nor do we find in equivalent to
the centuries of codified experience encountered in law, engineer-
ing, medicine, divinity, architecture,. and accountancy; no way
has been found to record and crystallize teaching for the benefit of
beginners. Law students have their precedents, and engineers have
exemplars dating back to ancient Rome; physicians recall Galen
and centuries of empirical treatment, and clergymen can pore
over thousands of published sermons and exegeses. Architects can
examine monuments of success and failure, and the beginning
student of accounting, although probably unknowingly, is work-
ing with concepts dating back to medieval antes and refined by
generation upon generation of practical men. But what mean-
ingful record exists of the millions of teaching transactions that
have occurred since the City on the Hill?'2

-As English teachers we are only at the beginning of professionalizing
our craft.

Lortie points out that much of the teacher's role is defined by the
specifications of a curriculum. He goes on to say that while nearly all
teachers want to add a personal touch, to allow thems'elves some
leeway in the total curriculum, _"there is little to suggest that class-
room teachers struggle against the specifications included in such
curricula." My own study of elective programs suggests that teach._
ers do very little in the way of curricular planning or evaluation.
The more than one hundred elective programs that I examined made
few departures from traditional course work. In more than one,
school, the traditional tenth-, eleventh-, and twelfth-grade courses
had simply been subdivided and sometimes expanded to provide mul-.
tiple offerings."

Lortie's third point has to do with teacher pride in accomplish-
ment. He points out that "the ideals of American public schools
include two principles: the importance of equity in treatment and the
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assumption- that-all children can benefit-from schooling." He dis-
covers, however, that some teachers in his sample "cite effective
work with all students as something 'extra,' as beyond the mere
fulfillment of their duties."" Further, a large majority (64%) of teach-
ers in the sample organize their discussions of pride in teaching
around success with one student the spectacular case. Nor did the
teachers seem particularly worr;.ed about "the limited nature of suc-
dss with one student."15

Lortie does not present these points as criticisms, nor do I. Indeed,
hiiioric and current social circumstances maksuch attitudes predict-
able. Teachers in general and English teachers in particular have had
Little training or encouragement to develop curricula at alllet alone
in ways that will ensure coming closer and closer to the ideal of more
efficient and more satisfying learning for increasingly greater percent-
ages of students. But teachers in every school must begin the process
of clarifying assumptions, establishing goals, and developing curric-
ula, for English programs must withstand challenges school by
school. Unless we begin moving toward that goal in logical and
demonstrable steps, I fear our public will become increasingly dis-
gruntled, administrators will presume to control curricula even more
thoroughly than they do now, and we will attract into the profession
more and more people who are merely time-servers.

. The current back-to-basics movement is-more-than the beginning
of such a trend. It moves control over curricular matters cut of the

'hands of English and language arts teachers a'ihi puts it into the
hands of lay people, administrators, and publishers. It specifies con-
tent as the learning of. particular information and narrowly defined
skills, but it leaves,, untouched the vast domain of learning to use
language creatively and critically. It specifies, a methodology that
results in lockstep drill with teachers directing students through work-
boo .s page by page, but it shuns the give-and-take among students
and teachers that can, given appropriate focus, result in learning to
use language precisely and effectively. And it implies an ideology of
sorts one which asserts that every question worth considering in
schobls has a right or wrong answer;_ therefore, it ignores the most
important questionsthe ones likely to convince students, that lan-
guage has value beyond the level of the most mundane activities.

-Significant contributions to curricula require careful analysis of
assumptions about what is important awl why. Our answers to such
questions are not likely to be definitive. The process of analysis will
.be a continuing one. But without ir, our answers to questions of what
and how to teach will be no more defensible than those of anyone else
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who enjoys conjecture. If we are to combat the triviality of such
movements as back-to-basics, we must examine the fundamental ques-
tions of what we should teach and why. Each of the papers that
follow provides a significant examination of these questions. Each, as
it were, gets down to basics.
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'-:alieTtitit,-Mefe-RhttOtit; and Reality
Or, My Basics Are
More Basic Mari Your Basics

Wayne C. Booth
University of ChiCago

Yesterday in Colorado Springs I saw a girl wearing a T-shirt that read,
"70% unique." This morning I wonder whether I shouldn't be wear-
ing one that says "2% original," Or perhaps "l%.useful," or "Signifi-
cant at the .005 Level." Certainly I could proclaim myself "98%
humble" as I think of the unlikelihood that anything I can say to you
will be really helpful, either in the public relations task of addressing
the new demands of the public or in that age-old, nobler task of ,

trying to educate the young.
Like many would-be public advisers, I have less humility about

suggesting what teachers should not do than I have about offering
. positive advice. One of my freshman students this year told me of a

class he took last year as a senior in 'high school. His oral account was
so. lively that I asked him to write. it up for me, and I'd like to read
some of what he wroe.

The year I entered high school the more liberal English teach-
ers had decided to experiment with a new concept. of education.
Reading and writing would not be given the priority that they
had in past years and would be overshadoWed by the student's
"development as a human being." The result of this change of

___heart_wa.s_amuniber of new courses which we would be subject to.
Among-the-courses-offered-was-the seemingly-hannless_Themesin__

Literature. .. .
The first day',of class we were led into an unfurnished group

meeting room which had no windows, full carpeting, and a garish,
'color scheme:Our "lecturer' was a woman in her mid- fifties who
sat down cross-leggei in the circle we had formed, her heavy
jewelry shattering the silence as she positioned herself, and began
to describe what tvt would be doing for the next two months in
her class. Themes in Literature was based on the belief that before
wt could gain any understanding of the "true beauty of literature"
we must first understand ourselves and our relationship to others.
She went, on to describe how we could only learn to write by

11
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freeing ourselves from ourself - imposed restrictions and precon-
ceived notions of what writing should he.

We were all very open-minded about the class, at first anyway,
and every, one of tmlooked.fonvard to our next. meeting; after all,
we were the experimental generation. The next class eliminated
any doubts that I had about just how far the concept of experience
and encounter would be carried. When we arrived for class, we
found the floor covered with an assortment of pillows, bean-bag
chairs, and big foam cushions. We were told to make ourselves
comfortable, relax, and clear our minds. Then the lights went
out. Mrs. X stood in the corner with a poetry book titled some-
thing like Reflections in an Empty Mirror, reading with a pen- \
light while the rest of us made a serious attempt to release our
inner beings. I really enjoyed it at first. It was certainly more
enjoyable than arguing about our papers or- taking notes, but
after about twenty minutes of listening to that nonsense about
how we should leave our bodies behind in space and let our
spirits merge into the ever-flowing abyss, I wanted either to go to
sleep or to tell the teacher to shut up. Finally our tranquility was
abruptly interrupted by the inevitable joker who takes advantage
of every opportunity to get his hands intosa girl's pants. First the
girl started giggling, then out came something like, "Oh, Paul,
stop it!" Well, by this time even the people who were asleep woke
up and the class erupted in laughter. Mrs. X quickly turned on
the lights; she was noticeably embarrassed.

Well, now that we had "transcended" our senses, it was time
for direct sensory contact. Mrs. X randomly selected partners from
around the room and ordered them to touch each other in the
most unlikely places (i.e., knee caps, Adam's apples, ear lobes)
and then describe out loud to the class .what they were feeling. .t
was insane.

Well, to make a long story short, our one Writing assignment
consisted of being led into a room full of incredibly corny posters,
obviously ordered from Senior Scholastic (i.e., the high ,school

.., version of, the Weekly Readers, then choosing one which emo-
tionally moved us and writing.about it. Our final most important
project was .an art assignment which we were to display to the
class along with an oral "presentation about how the project

_symbolized_ourinner being.,-1_wa&_not_bitter_about_theslass,
afterall, we were the experimental generation. When our older

brothers and sisters were burning down college campuses while
we were in grade4choOl, ie was decided. that something was wrong
with our educational system. We were going to be different. I had
come to. accept things like this as part of the game and, believe
me, this was not the worst.

When I heard about that classroom, I wanted to shout, as so many
are doing these days, "Back to the basics!" While John was lying on
the floor laughing at.his teacher, he obviously was not learning any
of the skills that would have helped hini be a better student in my
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freshman humanities course. The world's literature and philosophy
and history lay untouched as he lay there being touched. Whole
domains of grammar and syntax were left as mysteries as he explored
the mystery oft is being. And the essential art of making one sentence
follow another was unmentioned as he created a so-called work of art
that he held in contempt.

Perhaps most of us want to get back to the basics, in one sense or
another, but I don't have to tell you that we are not exactly united in
a single conception of what' the basics might be. We just fall into
whatever comes to mind as ,"obviously essential," without taking a lot
of time to think hard about it. Wayland Voung once began his serious.
history and sociological analysis of prostitution, called Sitting on a
froitune, with the guess that nobody in the history of the race had ever
spent so much as four hours th'nking Abut that ancient institution.,
Well, I'm sure that many people have spent at least four hours trying.
to think about education, but you wouldn't think so, to judge from
the careless diag..--nes and simplistic prescriptions that fill the air.

My anecdote about JI.hn itself requires some thought because it
seems to suggest the perhar self- serving assumption that what John
really needed in high schoel was simply preparation for my college
course, where the basics are reading fairly difficult classics and learn-
ing to write and talk about them: The Odyssey, Thucydides' History,
Shakespeare, Freud's Civilization and Its Discontents, Karl Marx.

Karl Marx! Can you hear the great public scream? Karl Marx a
basic? Meanwhile others fall, with the same sense of naturalness, into

Conceptions that seem to us more absurd. I was amused when the
associate director of the Council for Basic Education, George Weber,
talking about how widespread is the back-to-basics move and how
much progress was being made, offered this observation as a major
pie& of evidence: "People are talking about spelling for the first time
in several decades. Gramthar is coming back to the schools. It's no
longer a dirty word." Well, spelling and,grammar are not dirty words
'n-my vocabulary-either,butrace_you4Anow_from_experience_what. "
happens to an Engliih classroom when such basics are made the fr.,

center of instruction. What happens is that we produce graduates who
say they hate English, who think of English teachers as pedants or
torturers or both, and who do their best whenever, n later life they 1,

actually meet one of creatures who say we "teach English" to escape
to more friendly territory."

So we have big differences, at least on the surface, betweenotimelves
and chi' r various publics. And these differences are represented within
the pr fession, not just "out there." But I'd like to argue that beneath

2O
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the differences we can discover common ground, that indeed the most
important single task for this decade is to find ways of talking about
our common ground so that we may educate ourselves and our various
publics' to its importance. Our task is thus both to discover whatever
is really basic to education and to find ways of talking about it that
will show why what we care about doing is what the public really

,
wants done. . 4 t

In other words, I think we are doomed to fail if we see our task as
merely improving public relations or, as it is often put, "reestablish-
ing our credibility with the public." We do want the public to believe
in us, but if we are to find the language needed to talk to the public,
we must first find the language to describe to each other our own
commitInent. And that.will take more hard thought than most of our
suggested cures seem to be based on.

I wish I had a respectable sample of the kind of talk that might
persuade the public to trust us as we decide what to do next. Instead, I
must address that preliminary half of our task, the effort to become
clear with each other about why we do what we do. It could be argued
that much of the. public's distrust of what we have been doing springs
from our own anxiety about whether what we do is really important.
Because we have lacked collective confidence in teaching our students
how to read and think and write, we have let our subject be repre-
sented by every new fad uncle, the sun. For all the public can tell from
our statements, we teachers think that any old subject is as goucl as
any other old subject, that learning how to read and write well hat no
plionty over hundreds of other lively and novel subjects. We seem to
demand that they pay us just as happily for practicing amateur Zen
Buddhism or T-group formations or whatever elective occurs to us as
useful for developing literate citizens. When the public sees us Unsure
of why English should be the center of the curriculum, when the
public sees us unwilling to defend what We do as essential both to our
society and to every member of our society, they naturally feel some

-----eonfideneein-saying0KT-YotAte-given-up on the-job.-Let us tell you -
what to do. Now what you should do is make a list of elementary
standards for literacy, and.then you should teach each standard, drill
by drill, and then you should make up competency examinations to
test each standard, and then well be sure that everybody you graduate,
is literate."

I am a bit troubled by the seeming suggestionperhaps I mis-
understandthat we should go about answering such demands by
fitting into our classes short bursts of teaching that we ourselves do
not respect: as if to say, "We'll spend the month or so necessary to

2
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pass the competency exams and save the rest of our tune for genuine
education." Good advice, perhaps, for short-term survival. But when,
we do that we are simply educating the public to believe in their own

_misguided:notions _-,-4f_ther_are_misguiclidand_to_i;elie%4= in our ,

hypocrisy, when they find us out. What is worse, Our contempt ior the,
competencies we sneak in this way will be all too apparent to our
students, our critical audience.

I would suggest instead that we go about it the other way 'round,
that if we think hard enough about our own notions of the basics,
and then teach with full devotion according to those notions, we will
find' the competencies following quite naturally. Brave words, per-
haps, but I am deeply convinced that any teacher who is fully
engaged in learning to read and think and writea lifelong task
for us alland who discovers how, to engage studenis in wanting
to read and think andavrite, any teacher who is mentally engaged
with life,'will find the competencies the public really wants following
quite naturally. - .1

A loose phrase like "learning to read and think and write" covers a
lot of territory, and I can touch here on only one central plot in that
territory, what some have called the survival skills, the skills de-
manded of everyone who must cope with American life in our time.
In other words, I'm not thinking mainly of learning how to read
'Shakespeare or Homer and of how to write passable critical essays on
them; one can survive in modern America without being able to do
that. Rather, I am thinking of the simple matter of learning to under-
stand what people are really saying, learning to look at what words
really mean, and learning to respond with words that do important
work in the world. Sometimes we call_suchbasics the language arts,
sometimes communication skills, and sometimes even harsher terms
than that: I choose to call this subject 'rhetoric, though I know that to
do so will already seem to have given The -show' away. I can hear
someone say, "If you try to convince the public that, what we are
experts in is rhetoric, that what" we are making of our charges is
excellent rhetoricians, that public will know that they must now take
over; we've lost our marbles." Well, maybe so. I surely don't want to
quarrel over a name, and if you have a better name for the subject, the
whole art of improving our capacity to interpret what other people
say, to think about it, and then to say something worthwhile in
return, then use that word.

It is certainly true that the word rhetoric has a bad press these days.
As I was preparing these remarks, I read in The New YoTker the
following statement:
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La lutte pour la France is over for a whilewith casualties to the
language which could keep a whole generation of academicians
off the dole. It was a battle of words, and it went on for so long
that by the time the Trench actually got to the polls to vote this
spring, those words out of the litanies of left and right had lost
any reference to reality they might have had and turned com
pletely senseless and rhetorical.'

Similarly, in a recent Wall Street Journal I read a column headed
"Rhetoric vs. Reality." The discussion was about the statistics of
inflation, on the one hand, which is of course "reality," and what,
people are saying to describe inflation and to cure it on the other
handobviously something that is not reality, namely rhetoric.

But we shouldn't make the mistake of thinking that ii is only the
word rhetoric that has a bad press. It isour whole subjectthe entire
range of lariguage and its resourcesthat is often meant when people
contrast hard reality with the stuff you and I try to teach. Writing
about her first book, Betty Friedan noted recently that her rhetoric
was not "meant to take the place of action." "Wasn't it Marx," she
asks, "who said, 'You can't fight a revolution and write a book at the
same time'?" And a final example: the_Suffragettes had a--slogar.T-
'beeds Not Words"as clear a statement as we could want that words
are not deeds.

There are so many implacable moments in life, moments that can't
be --changed very much by words, that this way of distinguishing.
.somethiiig over here as "reality" and something over there as "rhet-
oric"mere style or languagecomes to seem justified. After all, most
of us believe that rhetoric, even when addressed to God himself, can't
make a good crop grOw unless the farmer has first done the plowing
and planting. When the earthquake comes, rhetoric about architecture
can't change the hard facts that some buildings are well built and
don't fall down and some other buildings are badly built and do fall
down. No wonder that most of us, even the professors of rhetoric,
have developed metaphors for ttvo domains that imply a sharp
distinction: words approach reality, we say, words grapple with
reality, reach for it; they are a tool for dealing with reality, or a,
lattice or screen to obscure it. Without simplifying too much, we
could say that most scientific achievements of the last three hundred

_years, have been based on such a distinction, leading to the effort
to see behind or through our misleading words CS the hard stuff:
reality. You have only to look at the harsh words about rhetoric

. written by philosophers like Locke to see how deep this sharp distinc-
tion runs in modern thought.

23
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Two years ago one of Adolph 'Hitler's right-hand men, Albert
Speer, published his memoirs and tried among other things to under-,

stand how Hitler had been able to "take him in." Speer finally
attributed Hitler's otherwise incredible power over those around him
to Hitler's knowledge of human psychology and his genius in using
words to play upon the weakness of others. Commenting on Speer's
confessions, a writer in Encounter observes that Hitler's primary skill
was in oratory. His oratory "was of the kind that speaks neither to the
mind nor to the heart of his andience, but plays upon its nerves until
they are strung to such.a pitch of intensity that they shriek for release
in action. . . . But it can only Se practised by one who has a profound
and subtle understanding of the secret hopes and fears of his audi-
ence . . . , who can be a conservative with the conservative, a" revolu-
tionary with the revolutionary, a man of peace with the pacifist and a
war lord with the belligerent, and on occasions all these things at
once should it be necessary. Certainly Hitler was the greatest master of
this type of oratory there has ever been, and I have stood among
10,09&people_in the Sportpaktst in Berlin and ICno.;vn ihat everyone
around me was the victim of its spell. Who knows, if I had not been
inoculated in childhood against the tricks of oratory, I might have
succumbed myself." 2

Notice that word inoculated. Rheto ric is in this view something to
be inoculated againstand who wouldn't want to be inoculated
against rhetoric like Hitler's?

Suppose we begin by accepting this negative notion of rhetoric as
trickery or cover-up or obfuscation, the opposite of reality or genuine
action. would seem obvious that if we are surrounded by such stuff,
dangerous as can be, one major isk for students and teachers, regard-
less of what their specialty is caNed, is precisely to get inoculated
against the dangerous disease. "We're surrounded by pollution, they're
out there, ready to destroy us! Man the test tubes, mount the micro-
scopes, start up the computers, so that we can exercise the manly art
of self-defense, using reality against rhetoric." If anything is basic,
surely such an art must be.

We really do seem to be surrounded by masters of rhetoric, many of
them professional liars using rhetoric to trap us. Every day millions
of Americans are taken in by public words that no educated person
would believe with.out careful thought and investigation. The public
has thus a vast interest, whether it knows it or not, in any education
that attends to words and their ways. I'm not thinking simply of the
many hoaxes, the fake biographies of Howard Hughes, the equally
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fake but subtler fictions by Castaneda about his marvelous Indian
guru. I am thinking of the flood of falsehood and halftruih that
spews from,our presses and television sets daily.

To a great deal of what is daily uttered at them, our students
should learn to say an unqualified no. In judging advertising I can
often say an outright no, withotit, waiting for conclusive proof, be-
cause the motives for lying are so obvious. "Come to where the flavor
is, Come to Marlboro country." No, thanks, I'll stay right hare, thanks
anyway for the sincere invitation. "BP Oil is a new, 100% British
company. As a new company we have a new slogan: Working harder
for everyone. It's not advertising puffery. We actually mean it." No,
no you don't! I can say no with great confidence. You don't actually
mean it. You mean, "Buy BP oil!" "Asia provides the wonder, we
make it wonderful!Holiday Inn, the most accommodating people
in the world." No, no, no!

&earning when to say no to words in the name of reality is thus
surely one of the most liberalthat is, liberating, of all the arts. It can
often simply be the no.of laughter, the laughter of ridicule. Perhaps
you have seen a recent collection of metaphorical boo-boos made by
members of Congress. The collector, a Washington journalist, called
his little gems malaphors: not metaphors, not malapropisms, but '
malaphors, He has been listening to the way our representatives talk,
and he hears them say things like this: "He threw a cold shoulder on
that idea." Or, "Now we've got to flush out the skeleton: Or, "He
deals out of both ends of his mouth." One thing that most of us do
almost automatically is teach our students to put up their dukes
against ,such stuffand in doing so we are really doing part of what
the public wants us to door would, if they knew their true interests.

Now I don't think wha: I have been saying so tar is false in any
obvious way, but I hope that by now you are impatient with a certain
emptiness in what I have offered, its negativeness, its defensiveness, its
limited applicability, If your whole duty, is to learn ;tow. to reject false
words and thus get at a hard reality distinct irom those words, how do
you recognize true words when you see them? What should I do, for
example, if I am a believer in Hitler and I hear a piece of very power-
ful oratory attacking his aims and methods. Should I congratulate
myself on having been inoculated in my childhood against oratory?
Obviously, a simple self- defensive suspicion will be of no help what.
ever to me there. The real problem will be to recognize that now is the
time to believe the orator and give up my old beliefs.

But the trouble goes even further than that. It is not just that we
need to study how to discover when rhetoric should be accepted
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becauie it really reflects reality; we need to study and teach atotally
different view of what rhetoric is and what reality is.

In its simplest terms the error so far can be described as f orgetting
that rhetoric does not always,eitheryejlect reality, at best, or distort it,
at 'worst; rather, rhetoric often makes reality. The words and other
symbols we itse together often are reality, the truth, the world with
which we must deal. And they often become a reality.just as hard, in
the sense of producing changes in other realities, as the most resistant
stone or star. .

Sometimes rhetoric makes a reality, becomes a reality, is a reality
that is not just something suitable to the maker, not just a private
illusion, but a reality that is real precisely in that basic sense we mean
when we say _that this room-2nd those chairs and the flesh of your
hand are real= -a reality that has*to toe. acknowledged by every honest
observer..It dictates, in other words, what everybody else ought to say
about it, We may not want to label it "objective" because in one sense
we always have only our "subjective" pictures, and they can be en-
countered and tested only in our experience. But it is not ,simply

.,4 -.subjective either, in the sense of depending on this or that person's
__private-view. Perhaps (or now we can be satisfied simrav by calling it

real. We ?night then use some word like intersubjectim for our agree-
menteahout it.

In talking of ways in which r' qic makes reality, I'd like to use a
'classification that theorists have ft ,c1 ever since Aristotle. Some words,
called 'deliberative rhetoric, are directed to makink the future; some
words judge the past (forensic rhetoric); and some words (epideictic
rhetoric) change our views about, and thus remake, the present. Start-

. ing'with that limp but useful triad, I'll work i.,ward a point that I
think Aristotle and many others have understated: when words make

,
. your past, present, and future, what they really make is you, and thus

:Al of them have what might be called an epideictic cefiter
We start with the future, where :ay case is the most obvious. Once

you think about how our words make the future, it is surprising that
anybody could ever have thought that the language we teach only
.reflects reality:Everybody assumes, in practice, that debate alxint what
t do next somehow changes, what we actually, do next, so that the
fut re is made, at least to some degree, in how I tt.lk about it right
now4amilies argue about where to take their vacation, and the reality
,of the a \cation is changed by the argument. (Of course there are in
such mo ents also,changes in the reality of the present. If the argu-
ment is a pleasant one, the present is made more fuss; if it is an

,.
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unpleasant one, the present is less fun. In either case they are making
some present reality, of that kind.)

Su.ch deliberative rhetoric, as it was traditionally called, can pro-
duce results as hard as bullets, since it often literally determines who
will die and who will live. In a way everybody knows this. It is denied"
only, when people talk theoretically about whether human beings
h we free choice,_or when theorists of language jUst plain forget what
language in fact does. When people say "Cut the cackle and get down
to the hard facts," they exhibit in that statement itself a wish'that the
statement will change the futurethat it will at least "cut the cackle."

You will.remember my quotation from Betty Friedan, saying that
her words were never meant "to take the place of action that might
change society." What do you suppose she turned to when she stopped
"depending on words," as she put it? "Why," she said, "I threw
myself into the action"and the list of actions turns out to be: "I
lectured, drafted statements of purpose, interviewed, kept a public
daily, and wrote reports and articles." That's all the action she lists.

__That's "getting away from the words and getting down to the action."
I don't think she was silly to say that, though we all find it amusing. I
think her comment illustrates that we are talking about two kinds, or
phases, of real action, not a distinction between rhetoric and reality...

Important as our_ deliberative rhetoric is in determining future
realities, I am more interested here in the curious way in which its
effects spill backward,s, as it Were, into the present. It.was always clear
that epideictic rhetoric could make the difference between good life
and bad. When we praise or blame each other, lament our losses,
celebrate our victories, eulogize ,our heroes and institutions,. we can
make or break a given day or year.or epoch. How we talk abdut it
changes what it is. But there is an° interesting 'sense in which our
deliberative or political rhetoric effects the same kind of transforma-
tion of reality. Since it is a process hardly ever talked about, and since
the great public that cares about basics has an immense stake in it, I
shall spend the rest of this paper trying to make that point clear.

Since there is some danger that some of you might consider my
-thinking a bit mushy from here on, I'm going to offer one oftIllpse
queer things that every talk on 'rhetoric ought to have at least. one
ofa good solid sorites. Aristotle, you remember, says that vorites--,r
that ig, a chain of syllogismsshould never be too long or too short.
Sound advice,,and I have of course followed it. The first syllogism:

Major premise: Individual freedom is- a fundaMental value we
all pursue; and indeed ought to pursue, as essential to all else
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that we value. We could discuss this premise but I assume that
we don't need to here.
Minor premise: Individual freedom depends on political institu-
tions that operate through politicsthat is, through a political
process of give-and-take, of talking things out, of seeking reason;
able-compromiserather than through the imposition of force
or the will of one leader or group. I must 'say something in a,
momeni aboui this minor prenitise-hecauinrird elf-evident,
but first, the conclusion to,t-hrifirst syllogism.

Therefore: Pojci)tips..se.; major value that we all pursue and
indeed ought ursue. Instead of being a naughty word, poli-
tics is, or art; the only defense we have against the tyranny either
of a t;single tyrant or of whatever group at a given moment ha
the-power to impose its collective will.

We should pause for a moment in our pursuit of rigorous logic to
,discuss the minor premise that landed us in the embarrassing spot of
saying a good word for politics. We could in fact spend considerable
time on-the reasons for saying that our individual freedom depends

-on politics. What Twill do instead is recommend to you a marvelous
little book by Bernard Crick, In Defence of Politics. His brief and
witty' argument boils down to this: when interests of various groups
and judgments by members of those grotips clash, as they always wilt
in any fully human society, how many ways are there to resolve the

differences? There are in fact only two: either a single position or
answer can be imposed by force or the threat of force, or the contend-
ing interests can seek a political solutionthat is, a solution that
depends on accommodation among interests. Critic puts it this way:

Common usage of the word might encourage one to think that
politics is a real force in every organised state. But asmoment's
reflection should reveal that this common usage can be highly
misleading. For politics, as Aristot'e points out, is only one pos-
sible solution to the problem of order. It is by no means the most
usual. Tyranny is the most obvious alternativethe rule of one
strong man in his own interest; and oligarchy is the next most
obvious alternativethe rule of one group in their own interest.
The method of rule of the tyrant andthe oligarch is quite simply
to chibber, coerce or overawe all or most of these other groups in

Lthe interest of their own. The political method of rule is,to listen
to these, other groups so as to conciliate them as far as possible,
and to give 'them a legal position, a sense of security, some clear
and reasonably safe means of articulation, by which these other
groups can and will speak freely. Ideally politics draws all these



groups into each other so that they each and together can make a
positive contribution towards the generaLbusiness of government,
the maintaining of order.... But, however imperfectly this pro-
cess of deliberate conciliation works, it is nevertheless radically
different from tyrannw- oligarchy, kingship, dictatorship, despot-
ism andwhat is probably the only distinctively modern type of
rule totalitarianism?

Crick has now prepared us for the second syllogism. As in all
sorites, our new major premise is the conclusion of the previous
syllogism: J.

0
Major premise: Politics is immensely important to all_of us, our
only defense against tyranny.
Minor premise: The quality and success of any truly, political
process will depend on the quality of the rhetorical exchange
among the participantsthat is, you. and-me. We can here pick
up -from Crick's statement the phrases "listen to these other.
groups" and "means of articulation." Again this will take some
discussion, but you can see ahead to the next statement.

Therefore: Improving our rhetoric is our best defense, our only
alternative to tyranny.

(Perhaps we should note that the thieat of force in itself Can'"be
considered a form of rhetoric, liut it is surely a degraded form, "mere"
rhetoric often hard to distinguish from the use of force itself; it is in
fact force disguised as words, words that indeed obscure reality.)

.Again in this second syllogism, it isthe minor premise that raises
the questions. What can it mean to say that the quality of any political
process depends on the quality of the rhetoric available to the politi-
cians? Most of us have some general sense that this is true, but it is
not an ,easy proposition to prove to anyone who is determined to
doubt it.

Yet it is surely true. Perhaps it is most obviously seen to be true in
the matter of public lying. A society that encourages lying and de-
pends on it for its functioning obviously cannot, long endure without
tyranny. The exchange of reasons among contending interests depends
on maintaining some level of integrity and hence trust so that reasons
can be in reality exchanged. It seems obvious that if any society ever
reaches a point at which everyone can always assume that in all
likelihood everyone else is lying, the political process in our sense is
dead, and the resulting inhuman chaos will sloon be resolved by some
tyrannical takeover. :Thus what we call political corruption is a real
corruption, a corruption of rhetoric. If it goes beyend a certain point,
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always -hart to determine, we are doomed. One often wonders how
close we are to that point in America. I doubt that public lying has
ever been as profitable as it is today.

One thinks inevitably in this.connection of recent books by Halde-
man and Nixon, immensely profitable mixtures of lies, half-truths,
and perhaps even truth, though there is no reason to expect it. I loved
Sam Erwin's recent statement about Haldeman's book: "I would
believe what Haldeman says only if it was testified to by all the
apostles except Judas. It's not entirely unlikely. that a man who has

lied when under oath might conceivably lie when not under oath."
But the trouble -is that our lives are filled with too many Hildemans
and Nixons for the Sam Erwins to keep up with them. And the point
is that they are bad not just for our deliberative rhetoric: they pollute
our political atmosphere, they degrade our livesright now in

Perhaps that is enough as hint about the minor premise of syl-
logism number two. Let me hurry on to my third syllogism; again the
major premise is the conclusion of the previous syllogism:

Major premise: Improving our rhetoric is our only alternative to
tyranny.

Minor premise: Our best hope for improving our rhetoric is
impriivement in rhetorical education.
Conclusion: Well, I'm almost embarrassed to say it, it seems just
a bit self-serving to announce that you and I are charged by our
society to teach each other how to read and write, listen, think,
and speak; that we are chgged, in other words, with improving
the arts of rhetoric; that we ,are society's front-line troops not
only against tyranny in the future but against the dehumanizing

*of bur lives right now. Embarrassing as any particular phrase of
self-anointing may sound to our own ears, the fact remains:
Everything we value in our society depends, directly or indirectly,
on our ability to teach each other about how to think about
what people sayiot only the defensive rhetoric of smoking out
the liars and thieves, but the affirmative art of sorting out the
maybes, discovering our true friends and true interests, and
marshalling the forces of language on behalf of our true interests
as we find them. Self-centered or not, I see no escape from the
conclusion that liberal education as the study of rhetoric is our
best hope for preserving the possibility of free activity of any
kind, including all other kinds of study and every hope the
public has of influencing the schoolsevery hope except the
illusory onethe big boss on a white horse.
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That might be a good place to end, but the discovery of our
responsibility is obviously only a beginning. Where do we move,
_when the syllogisms have done what they can do?

I think the first point should be a warning about where not to
move. Our potential as a political force can avoid corruption only to
the degree that it is not turntd into a particular political faction. If we
teachers try to organize our students, or talk them into lining up
behind any one specific program that we happen to like, instead of
teaching them the arts of rhetorical analysis and exchange, our peda-
gogical rhetoric will immediately turn into mere- rhetoric, regardless
of the virtues in our cause. HaVing taught them merely a line of
action we think good because it may build some 'kind of desirable
future, we will have neglected to teach them how to deal thoughtfully
and effectively on behalf of causes that you and I have not yet
dreamed of.

The second point follows. Much of what we must do will not look,
like politics, and it will often be called something other than rhetoric.
Though I have talked mainly of political rhetoric, as an example of
how reality is made by rhetoric, I hope you can see how the same
point applies to every nook and cranny of our lives. We not only affect
future reality as we debate what we should do; we also affect the
reality of our lives right now. We change ourselves with every kind of
rhetorical exchange; and the changes then produce further effects.
The reality that is most decisively made in every kind of rhetoric our
students meet is people, the very shapes of their minds and souls.
Wheh historians, for example, make and remake our past, what are
they really making? They are making new versions of you and me. I
am in large part what I think my past was. If I have no roots, I am
vulnerable. Give me good roots and I can flourish. Again, when the
pseudoanthropologists tell. Us that we are essentially naked apes or
creatures with a territorial imperative or weapon wielders, they are.
making and remaking our very natures, so malleable are we all. And
when novelists, playwrights, and poets tell us and our students that
we are lost miserable creatures caught in a life that is a swindle, a
slaughterhouse, a madhouse, a rat race, a con game, a carnal house, a
whorehouse, the lowest circle of hell, a raging inferno, a pigstyto
use only a few of the current metaphors they offerthey change not
just our picture of what other people are, they change what we are,
both as we read and as we move after reading. Such metaphors are not
just the sea we swim in (though that is a much better notion than
saying that they are "the screen through whkh we observe" or "our
tools for grappling with reality"); they are the air we breathe, or even
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belter, our psychic food. We are what we have eaten. Our minds and
souls have been made mainly out of other people's rhetoric

It takes no very deep analysis-of-the current scene to conclude that
we consume a daily diet that is nine-tenths poison. Half of the other
tenth is pablum, baby food designed deliberately to keepus from ever
growing up. To run through the list of .the dyshumanities that the
great ...mericap society forces on us daily would take too longjust
think of the images of humankind, of our possibilities, that are
.projected by what Tom Wolfe calls the one-hand magazines, by the
novels we are most likely tch pick up from the drugstore rack, by
television ads and standard television dramas, by the typicaLpolitical
appeal. Btit once I get .warmed up, I'll become more preachy than I've
already been: I must resist that, and conclude instead with some sug-

'gestion about how my claims about rhetoric could be generalized to
the other aspects of nur lives as teachers.

What I have tried to do is to suggest why what the public really
wants is also what we want. We are the public, in the matter of
consuming and responding to a flood of rhetoric that on the one hand
seems nine-tenths lies but on the other is the.sery lifeblood of our
democratic survival. It is inconceivable to me that any teacher who
takes education seriously in these terms would not get personally
engaged in reading and thinking and writing, or that students edu-
cated by such a teacher would not master the elementary competencies.
When and where to deal directly with comma splices cannot be
decided in 'a general way, though each school should surely make
clear decisions about which grades are to be responsible for which
minimal skills. My point is that when teachers and students are fully
engaged with the world's rhetoric, including their own, competence
in handling the elements will follow as 'naturally as the performance
knowledge of grammar follows the child's desire to learn to talk.
Students who care about their rhetorical effect will soon learn that
they can betray themselves with bad punctuation and spelling, but
they will also learn that what is bad punctuation and spelling and
grammar in one rhetorical climate may perhaps be good in another,
and that the details of what any rhetor does will always be determined
by the desire to establish a bond with some other human being.

I must underline in conclusion two points that may already be
obvious. The first is that the education in rhetoric that I am talking
about will for the most part be conducted under some other name,
and that it cannot be achieved by English teachers working without
the help of colleagues in other, subjects. It may be. pursued under
names like language arts or civics or popular culture or histor; or
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general science or film criticism or simply reading and writing. It
may indeed be taught by teachers who have never heard the word
rhetoric except as a term of abuse.

The second poini is that what I have said about rhetoric is only a
sample of what we might want rq say about other values we care for.
You may have noted that in defending rhetoric I seemed to have
scuttled Shakespeare and Homer because, as I sad, students can in
some sense survive without Shakespeare and Homer as they cannot
survive without mastering the arts of rhetoric. Clearly, I do not intend
to scuttle the...study of_the_world!s gieo,literature. I am convinced that
we share with the publicin spite 4the fact that many members of.
the public do not know itas deep a common interest 'in literary
education as we have in rhetorical education. But to make that com-
mon interest clear will require of us much thought and many different
efforts at translation of the kind I have attempted here concerning this
other common interest. And the same can be said of any other deep
value that the public seems to ignore when it calls for spelling bees:
knowledge of history, of the physical sciences, of mathematics beyond
arithmetical skills. What this means is that in electing to be educators
we have elected to be educators of the adult pqblic as well as of
our charges. But it also means that we have elected to make a life-
time project of educating ourselves. Nothing of what we would defend
can be defended by people who 'do not care for it enough to practice
it as a daily habit: If we do not read and think and speak and
write with a loving attention to how words can create or destroy,
we'll never convince the public that their view of things is stunted
and self-destructive.

To work at improving one's own education is hard; to try to teach
.other people how to improve theirs is much harder. But to attempt to
improve a nation's educational climate seems at times an almost
hopeless task. We do, however, have many resources on our side, you
and 1, including our vast inheritance of great novels, plays, poems,
speeches, constitutions, philosophical works, histories, and theories of
rhetoric and literary criticism of the past and present: We also have, or
so I like to think, a natural hunger for something better than we are
fed on all sides. I may be wrong about that natural hunger. It may be,
for all anyone can prove, that any culture whose children spend four
to eight hours a day with television and then spend their remaining
hours in school with harried teachers who must teach from eviscerated
textbooks designed by programmers trying to drill one micro-concept
at a timeit may be that such a culture will be permanently crippled,
molded in shapes of desire and fulfillment that make real growth
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impossible. I refuse to believe it, but the experience of every teacher
from the first grade onshows that even if education LI our-best hope,
it is a slim one.

I would like to end on a more cheerful note, but I cannot. I do not
know that we are not now on a hopele.:sly irreversible downward
spiral, What I do claim, however, is that the issues at stake in our
conflicts about the "basics" are the mct important reality we know:
what the life of humankind now is and what it will be.

Notes
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Basics -Movement
with Current Research
in Writing aticl-Laiiguage__

James R. Squire
Senior Vice-President, Ginn and Company

According to the most recent informatiOn, some,thirty-four states have
. established progiams to assess pupil competencies in bask skills con-
- trasted with only a handful sixteen months ago. Such is the strength

of the back-to-basics movement that the number 9f states committed
to competency testing seems likely to swell_to-a-good-four dozen by
the...end-of-the-year-tit-zit number at least is presently considering some
kind of an examination program. The fact is that our citizens them-
selvesthrough school board members, legislators, elected officials,
and more outspoken opinion leadersare forcing new attention to
basic standards, despite the worries and admonitions of educators over
the impact of competency testing in the schools.' Approaches are far
from uniform but the ;ntent remains the same whether children are
tested at grades three, six, eight, and eleven, tested prior to the award-
ing of a secondary 'school diploma, or tested at least once in every
.grade. All seek to redirect educational priorities through systematic
assessment of minimal competence in basic skills. .

It is instructive, I think, to note that virtually all competency pro-
grams deal with pupil performance in reading and in computational
skills; more than half concern themselves either with writing or with
"the language skills that parents associate with writing. Only rarely do
we find states and districts testing in the sciences or social sciences. In
every curricular area, "life skills" or "coping skills" or "survival
skills" are stressed; i.e., those applications of basic skills that pertain
to success in meeting day-to-day challenges (placing emergency tele-
phone calls, reading labels on household poisons, writing brief
messages and reports) rather than to mastery of Academic applica-
tions such as the study skills needed in school and college. Insofar
as life skills are concerned, we have assumed transfer, which has mot
always occurred. t
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But the national concern over the quality of student writing emends
far beyond the emphasis on competency testing, which focuses really

_only_ on_theleast. able- of--our -pupils, The-decline-in-SAT scores-that----:-
began during the mid-sixties has so mesmerized parents, media, and
psychometricians that it has required more than three years of inten-
sive effort to ex-plain why today's children perform less adequately

/ than their aunts, and uncles of a decade ago.2 Indeed, not until the
. National Association of Secondary School Principals released its rec-

ommendations this past spring have many responsible leaders been
willing to admit directly what parents have long suspectedthat the
reduced levels of challenge and lower standards in today's programs
of instruction may be a basic cause of the deteriorationin-pupil-
writing.5 Reports documenting distuTbing Codin tions continue to
appear: We have the Koerner report on the state of writing to the
Sloan Foundation; the Graves report to the Ford Foundation; and the
varied reports from the National Assessment of Educational Progress,
which show a decline in pupil performance in writing after grade
four, but a decline that focuses less on children's competence in
spelling and mechanics than on their inability to handle transitions,
to control complex sentence structures, and to edit papers that have
alfeady been written.4 These reportstogether with informal observa-
tions by supervisors and administratorsraise serious questions about
the quality and the amounn3f instruction and practice that children
are receiving in writing, a concern well documented in Arthur Apple-
bee's report on high school teaching conditions.5 Applebee finds, some
fifteen years after the National High, School Study of English Pro-
gratin, schools still expending time and effoit in much the same
way. Sixty-six percent of instructional time remains devoted to lit-
erature, largely to belles lettres, a kind of reading unlikely to pro-
vide much support for the expository writing required elsewhere in
high school programs.

There are reasons then for the extensive concern with the teaching
of writing, reasons why conferences and conventions find sessions on
teaching writing swamped by interested participants, reasons for the
virtual nationalization of the Bay Area Writing Project, reasons why
exhibitors at professional meetings report customers quickly exhaust-'
ing available supplies of workbooks that focus on aspects of writing,
reasons for the Jeturn of di "golden oldies" among the textbooks
most widely used in this cou try, reasons to suspect that many of
today's developments are on collision course with research in the
teaching of writing and language development. Not since the early
sixties and the halcyon days of the National Defense Education Act
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and the Commission on English of the College Entrance Examination
Board has the teaching of writing so ,gripped professional attention.
But perhaps, as Leo Munday recently tried to demonstrate in a study /
of standard zed test scores over the years, the early sixties ,may well
have` represented the watermark of pupil attainment in the
history of public education.'

Out of this present melange of advice and _admonition, collision
and clarification, emerge four touchstones that may help schools find
their way in ieconciling today's requirements with what we now
know from research about the processes of writing and composing: (I)
time on instructional task is critical in improving learning; (2) instruc-

-tion must deal with a variety, of languagefunctions and prbvide time
on task for each; (8) instruction must distisaguish between the pro-

;
cesses of composing and basic supportive skills; (4) consideration of
the complete process of composing helps to identify the most teach-
able moments for providing instruction in thevarious dimensions
of composing. f,

31

Improving.Learning through Time on Task

To improve the reading performance of primary school children
during recent years, most schools doubled the time spent on instruc-
tional tasks in reading. As time on key reading tasks increased, pupil
performance on tests improved. Clearly we have demonstrated the
suceess of this phenomenon. Similarly, then, to improve the com-
petence of children in writing, we must provide more opportunities
for them, to write. 'Writing alone may not be sufficient to produce,
good and-effective writers, but without extensive experience in writ-
ing, children are not likely to make significant progress.

The increase ,over the past decade in sales to schools of plain
copying paper and the precipitous decrease in sales of lined hand-
writing paper reflect the decline in the amount of writing requiredn
our classrooms and the increased use of duplicated drill sheets. From the
first grade on, boys and girls are capable or 'completing two or three
pieces of independent wilting a week, yet how few of them are given
the opportunity.? No one really knows how often children and young

, people do write today, but informal studies and conversations with
supervisors suggest that rarely are the majority of children asked to
write more than three or four times in a semester.

The time-on-task phenomenon also suggestS that we can produce
substantial improvement in pupil performance on many standardized
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tests, criterion tests,, and competency examinations by drilling children
on the types of items found on tests, for example, recognizing correctly
and incorrectly spelled words, choosing the appropriate vocabulary
term, recognizing correctly, punctuated sentences. Indeed, given the
present climate of opinion, teachers might well be advised to provide

.concentrated practice in completing exercises of this kind during the
weeks immediately preceding the test. But they should recognize that
the time spent on practicing test-taking may contribute little to the
improvement of writing ability, however important improved test
scores'may be in demonstrating to the public an increased rigor in the
instructional program. Teach to the test then. if we cannot change the
test, for six or eight weeks; and then fill the balance of the year's

. program with something more worthwhile.

Dealing with a Variety of Language Functions

A duster of research studies dui-ing recent years has demonstrated, how
restricted are the varieties of language that traditionally have occupied
the attention of formal instruction: a particular kind of creative writ-
ing, for example, in the intermediate grades, a concentration on
personal and business letter writing, a single mode of expository
writing in high schoola uniquetenre most often circumscribed by
the demands of the college classroom. Rather than expand the child's
experiences in using language in diverse ways, school programs have.
tendt:d to liniit the uses and thus the possibilities for.growth.

Yet studies first by Michael Halliday and his followers in England,
by James Britton, by Courtney Cazden, by Frank Sniith, and others
have emphasized the substantial growth that results from planned
experiences with many varieties of language." There are many ways to
describe the varieties of language that can be introduced in school
programs, and each researcher develops a taxonomy. I prefer a highly
practical foals on the uses of language through discrete operational
categories: analyzing, reporting, persuading, interpreting, reflecting,
imagining, inventing. However categorized, the need for providing
variety in instructional uses of language is manifest.

Not...must all writing be ,done in the language arts curriculum.
Young people need writing experiences in science and social science
classrooms if they are to acquire the vocabulary and learn to command
the language structures unique to each discipline. It may surprise
some to learn that from the fifth grade onward, more writing occurs
in science than in any content.area (perhaps in as many as 50 percent
of all science classes) because recording observations and reporting on
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laboratory experiences are part f the basic methodology. And because
of the close interrelationship of r .- ding and writing, one result of this
emphasis seems to be that young ple in high school have feWer
problems in reading science books an in reading those written for
other content areas. At least as a publ her, I encounter fewer requests
in this area to write "down,',' to avoid t clinical vocabulary, to reduce
the level of challenge of textbooks.

In the social sciences, wheie one info 1 study suggests that fewer
than 25 percent of the classes require wri ng after the fifth grade,
and in mathematics, where the percent may closer to five, condi-
tions are far different. Children who aren't as to write in a disci-
pline are denied the opportunity to learn the wa s in which vocabu-
lary and language structures interact in that discip One. One result is a
demand for high school books written at low reads g levels.9 Small
wonder.that Jeanhe Chall in her analysis of text ...Its in relation
to declining SAT scores expressed concern about the ack of chal-
lenge of many texts. Not only is the low reading level o these books
a matter of concern, but so is the finding that few o them ask
students to write." And Chall's concern about the lack o writing
applies to grammar and composition toubooks as well,as to I ks in
other subjects.

Diitinguishing between the Compoiing k'rocesaes
and Sapportive Skills

An understanding of g ....mar; a knowledge of punctuation, capitali-
zation, and the conventions of manuscript form; the mastery of dis-
crete vocabulary termsall these involve specific skills that can be
acquired without improving the ability to write effective, coherent
prose. Call them subskills. Call them enroute skills. Whatever the
label. these skills need to be distinguished carefully from. the basic
composing processesthe ability to write an effective paragraph, say,
or to sustain a point of view.

A basic skill, a subskill if you prefer, is for the most part acquired
through instruction that emphasizes mastery learningdirect instruc-
tion, concentrated practice for short periods, criterion testing, second
instruction, and A plan for maintenance." Basic processes, on the
other hand, are acquired only through growth models of learning
extended-over long periods of time. No one has yet mastered the
ability to write a paragraph after six concentrated weeks of instruc-
don1 Improvement of basic processes occurs only over several years. In
planning twelve:year programs to teach children to write, therefore,
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we ne, to distinguish between skills ib be taught for mastery and
processes to be taught for growth. Mauev of processes will be mea-
ured over a long period of time in relation to general improvement:.

mastery of specific skills will beaschieveci, more tupidly and must,
therefore. be taught for short-teim accomplishment. To pfin such a
dual curricular sequenceskills for mastery processes for growth
requires the identification of a limited number of skills to be mastered
at every grade level, not more than thirty skilis, say, given the thirty
instructional weeks available in most schools and the need to provide
practice if children are to achieve mastery. Children, for example,
might learn the form for. the-personal letter once and then be held,
respo).stie for that knowledge. We would not then confuse mastery of
the letter form with the effectiveness of what is written, an effectiveness
that increases in complexity and richness with each passing year.

The confusion of skills and processes has to a considerable degree
prevented us from planning effective programs. iWe have "exposed"
children to a hundred different skills and processes each year from the
third grade on. (Try, for example, to find any degree of agreement as
to what a typical fourth-grader or eighth-grader might be cxpected to'
master in composition.) By separating skills and processes, however;
we can apply many of the concepts of mastery learning without limit-
ing our instruction to the obvious.

:Identifying the Most Teachable Moments for Instruction

Although ways of viewing the processel of composing are many,
considcration of what is most appropriately taught during the pre; '-
writing phase, the composing phase, and the postcomposing phase
offers important clues to improving basic instruction.12

The precomposing phase is the period of invention and planning:
helping young writers to acquire ideas by asking questions, suggesting
basic crutches for planningways of paragraphing, outlining, using
the topic sentence, encouraging students to consider point of view and
audience.- These, at appropriate levels, are important instructional

, emphases for those moments prior to writing.
An important instructional requirement of the second phase, the

period of composing, 's :o arrange for substantial amounts of writing
to be done in class when the teacher is present to assist the writers.
The teacher who confines instruction in writing to assessments that
occur after writing is completed works only with the improvement of
product, not with the improvement of the process of writing. Such,
teachers know that a student has gone wrong, but they seldom know
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why that student has gone wrong. By moving around the class while
writing occurs, the teacher can quickly identify'students who need
help, either on a group or an indivival basis, and,can provide that

''helP at the time when it is most needed. Such teachers can help young
writers to become reflective rather than reactive.writersto use the
terms applied by Graves, who reports that as early as the first grade
effective writers predict .from fo'pr to ten sentences ahead what they'
plan to say.13

The postwriting phase is the period 6f editing, the time to empha-
fik those neglected skills that NAER reports few American students
bive acquired even by the time they are seventeen years old. What we
apparently do is to tell studenti to 'edit or revise, but we do not teach
them how:Editing skillsiniprbving content, organization, sentence
structure, and the mechanics of a piece of writingare acquired only
as we plan carefully for young people to learn them. It ,is here, I

C-think, that we suffer from a serious misinterpretation of the substan-
tial body of research in English grammar that tias demonstrated con-
clusively and correctly the lack of relationship between the study of
grammar and improvement in ability to compose.14 What we have
failed to see clearly during these many years is that the very knowledge
of the structure of English that contribUtes little to the impro;rement
of writing is essential to the improvement of editing skills. Who can,
after all, unlock the vagaries of a Muddled sentence unless he or she
can identify the essential elements of the sentence and the methods of
expansion and modification? Basic insights into the structure of En-
glish, taught as part-of the editing process and rui;it in relation to
composing, should and can have real meaning,for students. In focus-
ing our research attention on thelrelationshipof. grammar and writ-
gig, we may well have missed the essential connection.

There is much more that can be said about research, practice, and
the improvement of instruction in writing, but the four points I have
developed here suggest new priorities in themselves:

L Sufficient time must be giv'en to impOrtant tasks.
A.

2. A variety of functions of language must be taught.
& A distinction must be made between basic skills taught for

mastery' and basic processes ;aught for growt;

4. Teachable moments in which to introduce critical learning must
be found before, during, and after the act of composing.

As this paper suggests, I see less a collision between present research
and instructional trends than a redirection of both. The tack-to-the-
basics movement may well provide us with an opportunity to redefine

' .
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our priorities and to focus more directly on the teaching of writing.
It is just possible that we have become too doctrinaire about what
to do and what not to do in helping children learn to write. If
so, the current upheaval may well help us to modify and enlarge
our perceptions.
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Some Principles of Composition
froth' Grade School to Grad School

University of Virginia

I will be discussing some basic areas of composition that persist from
the early grades to adult education. What I have to say will sometimes
be speculative rather than final or definitive. I decided on this ap-
proach because I think a suggestive and speculative discussion is some-
times more useful than one in whiclv the writer offers a package that
is completely (and prematurely) wrapped up and tied with a ribbon.
A former teacher of mine shrewdly advised me never to bother going
to hear someone talk about the subject of a book the speaker had just
finished writing. As author, he or she would be too busy defending
the ideas in the book. Always invite a speaker, he said, who is still in
the process of working out an idea and therefore is still open to new
ideas and willing to change old ones. Accordingly, I will spare the
reader a dilcussion of what I have said in my recent bcqk on composi-
tion, and offer instead some ideas that I've been ponderingideas

/ about some very basic principles that might improve instruction in
composition. The first can be stated as a simple question: Why is
writing so difficult? Although I shall deal with some subsidiary ques'
Lions, this, I think, is the most interesting and potentially useful idea
I shall be discussing.

That writing is difficult no one will deny. The most practiced of
professional writers tell us that writing is hard workeven those
prolific persons, Whom I so envy, who can type without looking at
the keys. No matter how the words are set down, writing is zt every
level resistant to easy fluency, and at every stage of excellence a writer
will sometimes find the going to be hard. Even Trollope, who started
a new novel on the day he finished an old one, took pride in the
difficulty, not the facility of his task. This point, so well-known to all
of its from earliest schooling, is one of those important truths that are
too obvious to be noticed. I take it up for special consideration because
an understanding of the various reasons for the difficulty of writing
may perhaps disclose some sound basic teaching principles.
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To hear parents and politicians, not to mention colleaguescom-
plain that present-day students cannot write clear, effective prose, one
would think that ,the skill was a birthright of every citizen, or that the
complainers themselves could all manage the skill easily. Behind the
outcry over writing, there is, I suspect, a barely conscious uneasiness
that one cannot write very well oneself. One knows secretly that writ-
ing is very hard, and its principles very uncertain at least for oneself.
An indication of this hidden uneasiness is the fervor with which we all
hold strong feelings. for and against words like hopefully and instsht-
ful, as though our lexical tastes had anything to do with the central
skills of writing. Strong feelings about such trivia are probably a sign
of our uncertainty about the basic principles that matter.

I have heard it proposed that. the reason writing is more difficult to
leain than reading or speaking is that students read and speak all the
time, while they write only rarely. Consequently, it is lack of practice
that makes the task so Ward. No doubt that is partly right, but it
cannot explain why, writing was difficult for Anthony Trollope and
has been for everyone else before or since. Clearly, it is not the
act of writingthe motor skillthat makes the task eternally hard,
though for unpracticed writers, lack of fluency in the motor skills
multiplies the difficulties enormously. Writing is difficult, first of
all, because it is an inherently more difficult mode.of communication
than ordinary speech.

The British linguist Randolph Quirk has in his laboratory a library
of oral tapes that were recorded when the speakers were unaware that
they were being taped, and these tapes when transcribed into writing
are very often quite incomprehensible. Nowadays everybody knows
this to be true of ordinary conversationeven of rather formal discus-
sionsbecause in our time we have seen the printed transcripts of the
Nixon tapes. These transcriptions hold hundreds of passages like
this one:

You see I'm, I'm just thinking it through on this one. It appeared
to be forthcoming and that I wouldn't let the Dean thing be a
fracas, if not necessary. I just think that that's one move you can
make now at the present time. I just goI think I'm a proponent
of the idea that "buy a good headline for a day" and invite Dean
back for later on. But we're going to get beat on thc head ,and
shoulders. Let's face it. We're going to get it until the Grand Jury
indicts and then, that would be maybe another three weeks. After
that, when they dr, indict, then they'll say, "Mr. President, what
the hell are you going to hold Dean to the (unintelligible)?" I
think we've got to do that. I just feel it's one of those things. To
announce it, that I make it tomorrow night. Would you do that?
To repudiate that today, you know, that means Tuesday.
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, .. .

When these Words were spoken, they were immediately understand-
able, but for us who read them, they are largely incomprehensible.
Everyone recognizes why they are incomprehensible. It is because the
speakers were in the midst of a situation familiar to them, but not to
us. They could understand the spoken words even when they were
brief and elliptical. In fact, it takes less effort on the part of both the
speaker and the hearer to engage in brief and elliptical, rather than
explicit conversation, -and -the principle-of-least effort is one of the
most firmly established principles of linguistics. In normal circum-
stances, we would waste a great deal Or our time and -energy if-ve
conversed so that what we said could later be understood from a
written transcript. So, the first and basic reason why writing is dif-
ficult is that it is an artificial speech-construct that demands a set of
skills remote from ordinary conversational uses of language.

Let us imagine for a moment the kind of artificial 'situation in
which ,we would have to speak as we must write. We would have to
construct a barrier of some sort between ourselves and our listener so
that we could not see him or her, so that we could not know whether
there was one listener or many, so that we could not now their
personalities or their responses. And on their side, the} could not
know anything iri advance about us. No speaker ordinarily labors
under these very deprived circumstances, whereas every writer does.

There is in the modern world one use of speech analogous to the
situation that I have just described. It is a monologue delivered over
the radio. In radio, unlike television, the speaker cannot be seen. He

or she is a disembodied voice speaking to unseen, unfamiliar persons,
as though a great barrier had been erected that only the voice could
penetrate. I 'wonder how many people would be able to give a clear,
coherent radio talk off the cuff? Certainly far fewer than could carry
on a clear, coherent cons ersation face to face with another person.
And if anyone could give a clear, coherent radio talk off the cuff,
assuming that he or she had never done it before, we could be sure of
one thingthat person must be a practiced writer.

Now it happens that we have evidence to support this conjecture,
and it is found in the observations of the editors for a British journa.1,
The Listener, a magazine composed mostly of talks given over BBC
Radio, so e of them spontaneous remarks in response to an inter-
viewer. M st of these spontaneous monologues have very awkward
patches in, them, passages in which speakers realize they must back-
track and explain after they recognize that the radio audience cannot
nod or signal or see their facial expressions. The editors of The
Listener, therefore, habitually do a lot of cutting and trimming and
inserting in order to turn these radio monologues into acceptable
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. jacket, speaks with a distinct Boston accent and carries .a copy of the
Boston Globe.' He asks, "How d'ya get to Central Sqv.tre?" The
passerby answers without breaking stride, using just five words that
wouldn't count in many quarters as a complete sentence: "First top
on the subway." For this answer to be meaningful, consider some of
th.e.nonlinguistic knowledge the passerby assumed in the questioner:
that the questioner knows where the subway is; that he knows which

' direction on the subway you go to find, Central Squaie; that he doesn't
expect or use the more elaborate forms of courtesy customary with
complete strangers in less brusque and urban parts of the world. In
the experiment, this little scene was enacted numerous times with
similar results. .

NOw, in the, next phase of the experiment, the experimenter dons
boots, string tie, and wFstern hatall un-Cantabrigian clothes and
prefaces his question with the statement, "I'm from out of town."
Responses now were much elaborated, including explicit and involved
instructions, descriptions of landmarks, and gestures. After a time, the

." .experimenter found that he could get the same results if he merely
'announced his ignorance of local geography by adopting a rura
Missouri accent, which is unusual enough in Cambridge to communi-
cate quite clearly: "I'm from out of town."

Notice how much closer this second exchange is to the kind of
discourse that we use in writing. Talking to strangers causes us to be
much more explicit both in content and syntax. This particular ex-
ample deviates from the requirements of writing mainly al the begin-
ning of the reply. If, for instance, the local expert were asked to write
out directions for a stranger who wanted to get from A to B, he or she
could not say "You go down those stairs into the subway" but would
be constrained into still greater explicitness, such ag "At the corner of
Boylston and Grantham Streets you'll see a blue 'sign labeled subway,
and you go down the subway stairs, and then follow the red signs for
the Quincey train." In this third case, the stranger is assumed to be
ignorant not only of local geography but also of the intonations and
gestures of the speaker. Consequently, even more explicit detail is
required in the directions thatare given in writing.

Now, the subjects of this experiment were all adults, not the very
young people some of us are called on to instruct in the skill of
Writing. And the younger the child, the more difficult it is for 'the
child to communicate with) total strangers, and the more difficult
therefore to learn the complex requirements of communication
through writing. Piaget has taught us. how difficult it is for very
young eaildren to imagine a stranger's point of View.11ut ever. past
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the age of eight, when extreme egocentrism has disappeared, children
may still find it difficult to perform all the complex reckonings
required in written communications. I mention the difficulties experi-
enced by young children becatise their problems are extreme manifes-
tations of the difficulties that are inherent in writing at every tagg;
children, therefore, provide .us with an insight into the kinds of
problems that must still be overcome by adults when they undertake
to write. To this end, I'm going to describe another experiment--one
performed by Sam Glucksberg and Robert Kraussthat shows in its
simplest form the communicat:ve complexity of writing.

In this experiment, a physical barrier is placed between two subjects
so that communication must take effect, as in writing, through words
alone. One subject's task is to describe to the other -a series of six
unfamiliar shapes so that the listener can identify and number them.
Now describing these shapes-to another person turned out to be a
ridiculously easy task for adults. Even when only one subject was
allowed to speak, the adult always managed to score one hundred
percent on the very first try. The only noteworthy aspect of the experi-
ment was that adults tended to be prolix in their descriptions. They
understood, that under the circumstances a lot of explicitness was
required, 0-Lough far, far less than would be needed if the other subject
had had no illustrations to refer to. By contrast, when nursery school
children were asked to put the six shapes in a given order, by putting
blocks on a peg, they could not complete a single error -free trial
because they used only the elliptical, idiosyncratic speech forms ap-
propriate to talk with intimates at home.

The level of competence at this taskwhich approximates the
writing task in obvious wayshas interesting correlations with age.
Kindergartners perform no better than nursery school children and
display the same lack of improvement,with practice. First-, third-, and
fifth-graders (this is highly surprising) were no better than kinder-
gartners in their first trials. The older children did get better with
practice, but even then, fifth-graders did not approach adult levels
and seventh-graders did only about as well as fifth-graders. Even
ninth-graders took seven to nine trials before they could begin to get
perfect results consistently. Now, no one believes that a fourteen-yeat-
old is linguistically incompetent or trapped in egocentrism. There is
something about the nature of the task itself that creates difficulties
that are seriously taxing to a young person. And the explanation
suggested by Glucksberg and Krauss seems to me both persuasive and
crucialapplicable to the teaching of writing at all levels.
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In their view, the reason for the difficulty of communicative
tasks similar to writing cannot lie in children's ignorance of what the
task requires. Glucksberg has shown that when the demands of the task
are very light, children- communicate as successfully as adults do,
using quite social and nonegocentric speech. It is only when the
cognitive load of the task begins to get heavy that their performance
begins to degenerate, even though they do possess the separate com-
municative skills that make up the complex task. They simply cannot
bring all of them into play, at once. Glucksberg and Krauss put -their
point this way: 4

Even mature and'articulaie adults can tind themselves in situa-
tions where they fail to take another person's knowledge and
perspective into account. Consider the American tourist in a
foreign 'country who asks, "Where is the men's room?" and on
receiving no answer because his informant speaks no English,
proceeds to shout, "Men's room, toilet, where?" Such an adult is
not very different from the child who iries to communicate an
unfamiliar geometric form by calling it "Daddy's shirt." Both the
tourist and the child are ordinarily able to distinguish social from
nonsocial speech and to communicate socially, and yet both may
find themselves so overwhelmed by the demands of the particular
situation that they do not bring that ability into play.2

Or to use the phrasing of information theorythe cognitive demands
of the task cause a degeneration .of performance because they overload
a person's information-processing capacity.

Cognitive ot .trioadthe explanation put forward by Glucksberg
and Kraussseems me a concept whose importance for writing
instruction should te e . phasized. Therefore, let me give a very brief
account of the psychological principles behind it. The conception is,
based on the established truth that our cognitive faculties are very
strictly limited in the number of things that we can pay attention to
when we perform a complex task: In the terms of psychologists
influenced by information theory, we all have a very limited channel
capacity. To be precise, we can hold in our working memory only
about five to seven discrete chunks of information, and this limitation
on working memory means that we cannot perform tasks that requirr
us to pay attention to ten or twelve aspects at once:

We can and do, perform tasks that have many more than ten or
twelve aspects, but we cannot do this if all the aspects ar,2 unfamiliar
ones which require attention simultaneously. That would be like
learning tennis from a book, and in the space of a single stroke
attending to the following:-
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1. Turn sideways.
2. Shift weight to rear foot.
3. Change to forehand grip.
4. Bring racket back low.
5. Keep a stiff wrist.
6. Keep your eye on the ball.
7. Let your arm lead your body.
8. Shift weight from rear to front.
4Swing-from-the:shoulder

10. Swing through the ball.
11. Swing from low tohigh.

' 12. Finish with racket aimed at net.
13. Hit the ball down the line.
14. Keep the racket face open.
15. Let your rear foot move towards the front.
16. Use a relaxed swing.
17: , Bend your knees.
18. Keep your shoulders on a level with the ball.

I

Here I'll stop, because you have taken the point, but, as almost every-
one knows, this list could be much extended. And another thing you
know is that if you try to attend to all ()Obese imperatives, you ,will
hit a terrible stroke, one worse than if you had concentrated on just
one or two rules. In short, when we overload our channel capacity,
our performance is worse than usual, even for subtasks that we can
perform well by themselves.

Now. we know that this principle applies to the skill of writing
\ because of work by Fred Godshack and his colleagues and, more
\ ecently, by Ellen Nold and Sarah Freedman.3 If you give students a

mposition topic that is easy for them, their sentences will be more
va fed and coherent; their spelling, and even, their punctuation, will
be better than it would be on a topic that is difficult for them. In

, other words, if you tax the channel capacities of students by the
demand of the topic, you overload their circuits, and you degrade all
aspects of their performances: ideas, diction, spelling, syntax. So
strong is t iltfs effect of topic variance that Godshack required students
to write on kve different topics:before he drew a judgment about theit
writing skills`per se.
_ Thisconceptkon of cognitive overload and its operation in writing
powerfully supports the conjectures drawn by Mina Shaughnessy in
her work on the writing of inte "gent but untrained adults in remedial
college courses. If you're concerned about your spelling, how can you
attend to ideas, and if you're concerned about spelling and ideas, how
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can you pay attention to style? Attending to all these things at once
can make an intelligent student a r simpleMinded. And if, in
addition, you must also recognt the very special communicative
difficulties of written speech, th task is intimidating indeed. Small
wonder, then, that, untrained students write with a beevity and inept:
ness that belie their understanding of the subject. Here is an example
from one of Shaughnessy's students: "Yes, being that today's jobs are
being made impossible to get without a college degree with the, to
high school graduates." 4 And here is a poignanz'example.of the way
cognitive overload contributes to writer's .blockiii the following
starts again by one a Shaughnessy's students...

Start 1: Seeing and hearing is something beautiful and strange
to infant.

Stan 2: To a infant seeing and hearing is something beautiful
and stronge to infl

Start 3: I agree that seeing and hearing is something beautiful
and stronge to a infants: Ainfants heres a strange sound
such as work mother, he than acc

Start 4: I agree that child is more sensitive to beauty, because its
all so new to him and he apprec

Start 5: The main point is that a child is more sensitive to beauty
than there parents, because its the child a inftant can only
express it feeling with reactions,

Start 6: I agree a child is more senstive to seeing and hearing
than his parent, because its also new to him and more
appreciate. His

Start 7: I agree that seeing and hearing have a different quality
for infants than grownup, because when infants comes
aware of a sound'and can associate it with the object, he
is indefeying and the parents acknowledge to to this

Start 8: I agree and disagree that seeing and hearing have a dif-
ferent quality for infants than for grownups, because to
see and hear for infants its all so new and mor appreciate,
but I also feel that a child parent appreciate the sharing

Start 9: I disagree I feel, that it has the same quality toy

The way Shaughnessy interprets these and other examples from
inexperienced adult writers seems to me absolutely right, in view of
Krauss and Glucksberg's work. Shaughnessy conjectures that These
examples do not reflect paucity of intelligence or knowledge or imagi-
nation but do reflect the halting efforti of inexperience and intimida-
tion before the problems of spelling and grammar. In short, having to
pay attention to so many things at once degrades every aspect of
performance so that highly intelligent adults can produce writing
that is virtually unintelligible. We can take this point still further.
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The chief problems in teaching writingcertainly to youngsters after
the age of tenare fairly similar at all grade levels. This statement
implies that the appropriate psychological model for teaching com-
position after that age is not a model of developmental psychology
but one of skill acquisition, where the problems of the sixth-grader
are not different in principle from the problems of the inexperienced
college freshman.

If the problem of cognitiye overload is a universal problem at all
levels of writing experience, what can the teacher do to improve per-
formance mos; rapidly? Or to putGthe question another way: How can
the composition teacher most effectively help students reduce the

.excessive cognitive demands of writing? Well, I'm not daring or fool-
ish enough to suggest a monolithic or pat answer, but I do think we
can deduce some principles that will be useful for any age group and
any level of writing experience.

There are two basic ways to reduce cognitive overload. One is to
make certain aspects of the task automatic, so that those aspects take
up little or none of our very limited channel capacity. These skills
thereby become second nature and are relegated to some portion of the
mind well away from the foreground of consciousness. The second is
to subdivide the task itself so that only a part of it occupies our
attention at any one time.

If we look at the practice of highly expert writers, we find that they
employ both of these techniques, though often in very different wayi.
Since expert writers will have already automated the obviously repeat-
able subskills of writing, like spelling and typing and handwriting,
most of their tricks will be directed to subdividing their task. They
will tend to work out their general strategy before they write their first
sentences, whether or not they use an outline. But most of all, they
will have learned how to leave certain details to a later stage, so that
they won't have to bother with those details at the moment. Re-
searchers like Linda Flower and John Hayes are investigating this
whole question of what expert writers actually do when they write,6
but before their results are in, we can safely predict two findings:
(1) Expert writers will do different things, and (2) their various tech-
niques will turn out to be methods of task-subdivision that will reduce
the cognitive load at any given moment in the writing process. Chief
among these parceling techniques will of course be techniques of
revision.

But for very young writers, and others without much experience, it
seems to me that the huge cognitive demands of writing must be
reduced first of all by automating the technical a..d repeatable skills
even if that means, as Shaughnessy suggests, that we encourage some
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of these people to.learn typing as soon as possible. Other recurrent
and repeatable skills will involve such communicative peculiarities of
writing as the need to be long-winded and explicit and the need to
focus on one thing at a timeat other general principles for com-
municating to strangers. To encourage fluency ana automation in

.these skills, it would seem prudent for teachers to limit the intellectual
demands of the assigned topic a good deal of the time. But I think it is
much wiser for the teacher to understand the general principles than
to follow a rigid plan. Until we have a lot more reliable information
about What works best for different groups, sound principles (such as
the principle of reducing the cogpitive load) are going to be more
useful than rigidly'specific teaching methods.

If the principle of cognitive overload is as important as I think it is
for the teacher of Writing, then the back-to-basics movement contains
an intuitive wisdom that some educationists have regarded with insuf-
ficient humility. One meaning of Hack to basics id writing is an
emphasis on spelling and penmanship, along with correct grammatical
and lexical usage. Opponents to this movement praise the superior
virtues. of Prewriting techniques, of syntactic fluency, and, in some
cases, of self-expression. But there is a false 'division in these camps,
if we follow the principle of cognitive overload as a psychological
priAciple. For it may be the case (and I think it very likely) that
the fastest road to syntactic fluency is through the repetitive and
apparently rigid imposition of spelling and penmanship standards
and grammatical and lexical usage.

My speculation follows this logic: Spelling and penmanship, like
lexical and grammatical norms, are scribal conventions that are pres-
ent in every piece of writing. Since they are ever present, they are pri-
mary candidates for automation in the skill of writing, in order that
they do not have to occupy any of the mental space that is needed for
thinking about the topic or about the strategy of presentation. The
more these scribal conventions are automated, the More the mind is
free toxlevote itself to' fluent writing. That is why correctness is no
enemy to fluency and self-expression, but rather their close ally and
bosom friend. No matter when the scribal conventions are learned
whethez in remedial college writing courses for adults or in elemen-
tary schoolthe conventions do need to be automated sometime in

-order to free the mind for complex and variable tasks. That is the
implicit wisdom in the back-to-basics movement among parents, so
far as writing is concerned.

Moreover, my very limited experience tells me that the dull grind
of memorization in spelling and usage, the dull repetitions of motor
skills, are anything but dull to younger children. They like limited
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tasks that they can master, and they revel in their mastery. They like
to memorize. I would not be surprised if they took more pleasure in
mastering the repeatable scribal conventions of writing than in a
steady diet of imaginative writing that is heedless of correctness. It is
at least possible that we have overromanticized the wisdom and com-
pleteness of the hidden soul of the child as expressed in imaginative
writing. And even if that is not true, we have surely overestimated the
value of writing in developing that hidden soul. Writing Is a very
inappropriate tool ofself-discovery. It is an inefficient form of speak-
ing to an intimate or to ,one's self. If writing were self-expression,
then the child in Krauss and Glucksberg's study who described one of
the designs as "Daddy's shirt",would have provided as good a descrip-
tion as the adult who said "a spaceman's helmet." But in fact, "Daddy's
shirt" was not as, good. Writing is really antipathetic to self-expression
and to inner speech. It is a very public form of communication. That
is one of the most basic basics of writing, as the Glucksberg-Krauss
experiments showed.

Indeed, my experience as a writing teacher makes me draw from
those experiments an inference that extends and qualifies the overload
theory of Glucksbeg and Krauss. While it is true that the cognitive
demands of speaking to unseen strangers are great enough to tax a
young child's mind, it is also true that repeated failures by fourteen-
year-olds suggest difficulties in addition to cognitive overload. Their
failures also suggest a deficiency of social-cultural knowledge. Highly
socialized adults know what to say across the experimental barrier
because they know what knowledge and associations can be assumed
in an adult partner. Writers must similarly have a good idea of what
an audience already knows, else they would need to be endlessly
explicitor risk communicative failure. Much of what is conveyed by
any piece of writing is inexplicit. Hence writing, like conversation, is
elliptical; it is simply much less extremely, so. Writing depetids not
just on shared linguistic conventions between reader and writer, but
also on a vast domain of shared cultural knowledge that few children
can have acquired before age fifteen or sixteen. That is another, power-
ful reason for stressing spelling, punctuation, and the joys of mere
scribal fluency in younger children.

Nonetheless, the public and artificial quality in writing is a basic
principle that we can also foilou and develop all the way from grade
school to grad school. Soon after children learn how to form words in
script, they need to learn how very much more must be said in writing
than in speech. Even the most highly skilled writers constantly remind
themselves of that basic truth. We do not think the way we must write,
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and the connection between clarity of writing and clarity of thought
has been overstated. When we think or talk to intimates, we juggle
many balls in the air at once. When we write, we must follow an
artificial rule to which there is no exception. It is the rule of one
thing at a time. We must not move to another thing until that one
thing can be at least vaguely understood by our reader. This rule
governs other forms of communication of course. It is a basic principle
in all forms of public, monologic utterance, and all competent public
monologues exhibit it. If the paragraph did not exist, the deprivations
of writing and of other speech-to-strangers would force us to invent it.

Lei me illustrate this with one last example that makes a nice
contrast with my first one+..the excerpt from the Nixon tapes. It is the
first stanza of'a country song that I heard a few days ago on the radio,
as sung by Linda Ronstadt. I'M not sure that I remember the words
with absolute accuracy, but in folk art some variation is acceptable.
Here'sthe way' remember the stanza: .

never be married,
I'll be no man's wife,
I 'spect to live single
All the days of my life.

Now, I would want to argue against the logical purist who might say
that this stanza is just so much padding because there is nothing,in
lines two, three, and four that wasn't already in line one. On the
contrary, repetition is its great virtue as a stanza and as a piece of
writing. It illustrates in an especially pure form the truth discovered
by Richard Meade and W. Geiger Ellis about the characteristic form of
the paragraph in professional writing.? The normal paragraph con-
sists of a set of sentences that seem to be developing an idea but are in
fact repeating an idea from different angles and with different means.
Writing has to do that, all public speech has to do that, because
strangers. cannot know just what you mean unless they get the mean-
ing from several convergent angles. A folk singer knows this as well
as any writer knows it.

And lastly, -every reader also knows it in his or her bones. This
mention of the reader introduces my final observation about the basics
of writing. It takes a reader to make a writer. Nobody can write better
than he or she can read, for we must all read our own writing even as
we produce it. The techniques of explicitness and correctness that are
peculiar to written speech can only become second nature to a person
for whom reading is second nature. It therefore makes sense to con-
sider reading as basic to writing, and even to include reading in a
writing course if such instruction seems useful. In view of this, and in
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view of my example from Linda Ronstadt, it seems to follow that
literature, and reading,, and writing are a single subject rather than
three subjects.'Just as a folk, song is writing, so is a tech;ical essay on
literature. Literature and reading and writing make up one world of
literacy. And literacy is a larger and more important world than any
of its components. We teachers of literacy are unwisely separated from
each other in the separate domains of literature, reading, and writing.
I think that is also a bask principle that remains valid from grade
school to grad school.
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The Basics and the Imagination

James E. Miller, Jr.
University of Chicago

A few weeks agO as I was standing in a long line, at the 'local bank
waiting my turn and trying to imagine what I might write about for
this conference, an elderly black gentleman standing in front of me
turned suddenly and asked me point-blank: "Are.you a senior citizen?"
Needless to was taken aback by the question, and being a teacher
my first impulse was to ask him to define his terms. But I repressed
that impulse and considered: Was I, indeed, a senior citizen? I might
as well confess that deep down I resented the question and contem-
plated a bouncy, flip reply like, "Well, you know, you are as young as
you feel." But as I floundered for an answer, the elderly gentleman
pulled out a card to demonstrate that he was a card-carrying member
of Senior Citizendom. He was, he told me proudly, seventy-two years
old, and what he wanted to knout was whether I knew about the
discount given to senior citizens on a specific busline. With some
relief, I told him no, did not have such a ...ard, and I did not know
about the arrangements on the particular busline he mentioned. He
chatted on about how he was enjoying retirement, while I mulled
over the startling question he had posed. Was I a senior citizen? And
somehow the question became muddled in my mind with the subject
I had been meditating before it was posedthe basics and the imagi-
nation. Indeed, all my thought about the subject had gravitated to the
past, and not just the recent past, but the distant past, the past so
distinctly past that many ,young teachers today would have lived
through it only as they babbled away in their playpens. The issues
that lay behind my title and my topic were issues that gave me a
fanciful sense of dija vu, a strange feeling that I had somehow ended
up where I had begun, and instead of knowing the place for the first
time, was as baffled as before, and more battered.

I am going to begin my comments3 then, by a look at the past that
I have lived through, in an attempt to get the present in perspective.
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But to allay your fears that you have fallen into the grip of some
half-mad ancient mariner with a long yarn to spin. I shall tell you
now that I have strictly limited my visit into the past to the first part,
of my commentary. My talk is divided into three parts: sifting through
the debris, scanning the horizon, and re-excavating the foundations.
After I had decided on -these three sections, I realized that they repre-
sent an elaborated metaphor that connects my experience of the recent
past: the earthquake that,hit Guatemala shortly after 3 a.m. on Febru-
ary 4, 1976. That surrealistic morning I was wakened from a strange
dream to the violent rocking of the house, and my memory of the
aftermath of the earthquake might well be suggested by my section
titles. It is not my intention to discuss the Guatemalan earthquake,
but I am haunted by how I unconsciously connected a subject involv-
ing the state of our profession with my experiences following the
earthquake. I shall not try to explain this connection, as I am not sure
I understand it myself, but I shall hang on to the section titles because
for me they have an authentic ring and because they may suggest
what the profession at large needs somehow to undertake.

Sifting through the Debris

It was over two decades ago that an almost universal chorus went up
from colleges and universities: "Back to the basics." The occasion was
the Russian launching of Sputnik in 1957. .Back in that pastoral
period, questions were straightforward and answers simple. The ques-
tion was simply who and what were to blame for the deficiencies of
American education. The answer was, obviously, the schools of edu-
cation. Devoted to the ideas of John, Dewey and his concept of progres-
sive education, they had trained teachers to ignore the basics in favor
of greater and greater amounts of trivia in the curriculum. The
solution was to force the basics (the basic subject matters, including
history, mathematics, and English) back into the curriculum, even if
that meant English, math, and history departments taking over the
functions of schools of education.

It was back in that innocent time that I first became involved with
the problems of teachers of English. As Chair of the Department of
English at the University of Nebraska, I suddenly found myself visit-
ing high schools to discover what actually went on in English class-
rooms. My most vivid memory goes back to a visit to the Omaha
schools. The English teachers had seized the occasion of my visit to
complain of their problems. The first complaint was that they were
being forced to graduate nonreaders from high school. I asked what
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they meant by nonreaders. They explained, suppressing their impa-
tience, that they meant students who were not able to read. I expressed
shock that such students were allowed to graduate. And they then
pointed out to me that not only did the nonreaders graduate, bin they
were admitted to the University of Nebraska on fancy football scholar-,
ships. At this point I became more cautious in my questions. But
soon they were talking about the difficulties of distributing nonbooks
to their classes. I ignored the term for a while, but finally was unable
to avoid asking what they meant by nonbooks. Again suppressing
their impatience, they explained that the supply of school texts
had diminished over the years through loss, theft, and destruction,
but that the school administration, not wanting to face the expense
of, replacement, ignored this loss and forced teachers to continue
to carry the nonhoo.ks on their inventoriesand to distribute them
to their classes. It was then that I made the suggestion for which
I am still remembered in Omaha: that the nonbooks be distributed to
the nonreaders.

The classroom English teachers contributed more to my education
than I did to theirs in these_ visits, and I soon discovered that there
were no easy solutions to the problems of teaching English. Moreover,
I discovered that high school teachers were not them but us. We had
taught them in our classrooms., and it was our ideas and values that
they in some measure reflected as they wen? about doi4rig their jobs.
But they had much to contend withnonreaders and nonbooks as
well as various kinds of community pressure, censorship, and indif-
ference and various levels of administration stupidity, ignorance, and
deviousness. Reform in education, it became clear quite early, would
require more than the battle cry, "Back to the basics."

For those who lived through the reform years following Sputnik,
the times were exciting and the possibilities seemed limitless. Solu-
tions were popping out all over the country, and the Great Solution
seemed just -around the corner. Summer workshops, financed by the
government or by foundations, were sponsored by English depart-
ments to retrain teachers. Curriculum centers came into being, under-
taking to rewrite the curriculum from kindergarten to freshman En-
glish. Meetings and conferences were held, and manifestoes issued.
The National Council of Teachers of English and even the more staid
and aloof Modern Language Association became deeply involved in
trying to shape the English curriculum. I remember earnest discus-
sions about whether we should put War and Peace at the eleventh- or
twelfth-grade level, about whether Paradise Lost (or part of it) would
be suitable for a unit on myth in the ninth or tenth grade. Linguistics
seemed in a permanent state of revolution, with new grammars
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making their appearance and then suddenly disappearing as still
newer grammars came out. Publishers planned series of texts and
changed them in midstream. There were great expectations for struc-
tural linguistics and generative grammar, and strange and mystic
formulae were embedded in school texts to baffle both teachers and
students. Composition, that rather clumsy third leg of what had come
to be known as the sacred tripod of English (literature, language,
composition), seemed less responsive to new approaches; nevertheless,
new ways of teaching writing were proposed, some involving the
variations and elaborations on the kernel sentence, others on the
careful calculation and counting of clauses and phrases.

There was about a decade of such activity before the convening of
the Anglo-American Conference on the Teaching and Learning of
English at Dartmouth in the summer of 1966. But more than reform
in English education had taken place in that decade in America. A
social revolution was in progress; the civil rights movement was mak-
ing itself felt everywhere, especially in the schools, and tensions were
growing over Vietnam. The Dartmouth Conference, like Sputnik a
decade before. may be taken as one of the turning points in our
profession, not necessarily because of its documented influence but
because of its symbolic impact on the participants and the profession.
The Americans went to the Dartmouth Conference ladencd with the
curriculum materials and new texts they had been developing over the
decade. confident that they would be able to help their British cousins
who had been late-starters in the reform movement.

To the Americans, the British sounded like the progressive educa-
tionists with whom the Americans had been doing battle for a'decade.
To the British, the Americans must have sounded like the (onset.% atis e
academicians with whom the British had been doing battle for a
similar period. The opening question to be decided was, What is
English? Instead of the early agreement everyone expected, the ques-
tion was set aside as too controversial and finally unanswerable. The
Americans had confidently proposed that English, as a school subject,
was simplylanguage, literature, and composition. The British
pointed out that such a definition immediately determined the cur-
riculum and centered* it in subject matter, whereas they wished to
center it in the student. The British, generally representing the new
comprehensive schools in England, appeared more unified in their
position than the Americans, and they repeatedly came back to two
figures as points of reference: F. R. Leavis and D. H. Lawrence. They
all seemed to be in some sense Leavisites, and they were unstinting in
their praise of the effectiveness of Lawrence's fiction in the classroom.
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It was clear that the group of Americans was more polyglot in its
makeup and less unified in its opinions; and though the American's
had read both Leavis and Lawrence, they did not see how the two
represented salvation for English education. I remain to this day
perplexed as to how it was that the elitist, sometimes brilliant, some-
times paranoid, F. R. Leavis was transmogrified into the John Dewey
of British education:

Needless to say, the British barely glanced at the elaborate curricu-
lum materials: they sniffed around them, and on occasion picked out
a page displaying incredibly intricate formulae purporting to explain
principles.of generative grammar and asked if we Americans really
foisted this material of( on our students. Few Americans volunteered
to defend the material ridiculed by the British. As the Dartmouth
Conference continued, the British and the Americans found that there
were some subjects they could jointly explore without immediate
division. And there was, in fact, some give -and -take. Many of the
Americans, for example, came to the conference committed to excel-
lence, and therefore committed to tracking7-ability grouping that
enabled the bright to move ahead without being held back by the
intellectually handicapped or disadvantaged. The Biitish, on the other
hand, were unified in their opposition to streaming (again, ability
grouping} because the streams tended to coincide with social classes
and to inflict psychological damage on those placed in the lower.
streams. By the end or the Conference there was general agreement that
some tracking or streaming might be useful, but never when it was
likely to reflect or imply class or racial discrimination and when
psychological harm would outweigh educational advantage. From the
beginning of the Dartmouth Conference it had been agreed that two
books, one British and the other American, would be written out of
the 'experience. Their titles suggest the basic differences that divided
the two groups. The American book, by Herbert J. Muller, was called
The Uses of English; the 'British book, by John Dixon, Growth
through English)

There was no doubt more movement beneath the surface at Dart-
mouth thin in the open. It took some time, more than four weeks of
the conference, for the participants to recover from the cultural shock
of finding themselves so far from agreement. But I do not think it too
much to say that the conference injected a healthy self-skepticism into
the American scene. Less confidence was invested in a comprehensive
curriculum based on language, literature, and composition, and more
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Interest was aroused in the potentialities of a curriculum related to
stages in student growth.
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But the Dartmouth Conference was not the only motive for change
during this period. American society, ,had moved from the Age of
Sputnik to the Age of Social Revolution. The live question in the
schools seemed less frequently to be how to achieve excellence and
more frequently how to achieve literacy. A K-13 English curriculum
emphasizing excellence that had some success in an affluent suburb
turned out to have little relevance in a ghetto school. Whatever the
various causes, after Dartmouth it was no longer possible to be so
hopeful that the profession's problems, would be solved by the creation
of a New English that would work the miracles that the New Math
seemed to be working in a sister discipline.

In preparing my comments, I have sifted through some of the
debris of my own professional past, looking over speeches and lectures
I prepared during the time I was serving on the executive committee
of the National Council of Teachers of English in the late 1960s and
the early 1970s. I was surprised by the tone of the opening paragraphs
of he speech I delivered in Washington, D. C.,as president-elect of
NCTE. I did not realize at the time how far I had traveled from the'
days of Sputnik, how far in the past lay the obvious solutions to a
simple return to the basics. Listen and recall:

Everywhere we look, the world is in a state of crisis. Every day
the headlines bring us the latest disastersassassination, starva-
tion, riot, war. We live in fear and panic. The very earth itself,
once a symbol of durability and stability, appears daily threatened:
the skies close in on us with their brilliant poisons; the lands
store up the pesticides to send back to us in our foods; the waters
of our lakes and rivers, long used as sewers of our industries,
become brackish and foul, and turn from refuge into menace.
Birds drop listlessly from the trees, sqUirrels and other land crea-
tures stagger with a strange lethargy, fish turn over on their sides
and float aimlessly on the tops of the waters. In the midst of all
this pollution, our students crowd into our classrooms, their
throats rasping and their eyes watering from the acrid air, and we
teachers ask them to rise and sing "America the Beautiful."

But more dismaying than the pollutants contaminating our
air, lands, and waters are those poisoning our souls. Young men
are sent to distant lands to fight and die for democracy and
freedom that they themselves have never known. Television screens
bring the violence, agony, and torture of war daily into our com-
fortable living rooms and we become bored with the monotony of
death. Presidential commissions issue reports without cease in-
forming us that we are becoming two unequal nations, black and
white; that our police forces in our cities throughout the land
often victimize minority groups, and themselves sometimes riot
against the citizenry, using all their superiority of strength and
weaponry; that our courts do not hand out justice wiz', ' nom tial-
ity, but interpret the law to favor the white and the ric..., that our
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schools, some fifteen years after the Supreme COurt order to
desegregate, remain segregated and unequal. The symbol of our
poisoned souls may be the television close-up of the twisted,
warped adult facesome mother's faceglaring and twitching
with hate as an innocent black child marches bravely to school.
And we teachers ask this and our other students to rise and pledge
allegiance to an "indivisible" nation which promises "liberty and
justice for all," I

These opening words of my address may seem `trident to those
who did not directly experience the social stresses and strains, the
disruptions and eruptions, of the 1960s. But those who were involved
remember the times as very (Lail( indeed, fundamentally changing the
ways we, as individuals, saw ourselves as Americans-, and the ways we,
as.English teachers, conceived our professional role in society. My
speech was entitled "The Linguiitic .Imagination" and, as its title
implies, was not directed in its entirety to the social scene. Suffice it to
say here, however, that in this sifting through the rubble of more than
two decades of reform and 'change in English education, I discovered
few items left intact. There are broken bits and pieces, including
fragments of those very "basics" to which we had committed ourselves
with passion:, By definition, I imagine, basics cannot be smashed be-
cause they are basic. But there they are, shattered and in pieces.,.And
thus I can only conclude that what we had proclaimed as the basics
really were not basic in any authentic sense. When I now hear the cry
"Back to the basics," I cannot help but remember this recent history
and its sad fate.

Scanning the Horizon

It is good for a time to stop sifting through the debris, to walk up on
a grassy slope, and to lift one's eyes to the horizon. What dangers lie
there out of sight? What help might be on its way? I can speak only of
the horizons I perceive from the center I occupy, and the signs I see
are not reassuring. Organizations that a few years ago seemed to be
attempting rescue missions regularly now seem to have retrenched,
concentrating on their own survival.

University departments of English appear disoriented, their atten-
tion fixed on declining enrollments in their undergraduate literature
courses and the disappearance of jobs for their new Ph.D.'s. Institu-
tions preoccupied with their own survival are not likely to find time
to concern themselves about the difficulties

not

others. Is it possible
that departments of English, since, they are not part of the solution,
are part of the problem?
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There has 'always been a curious gap between departments of
English in the universities and English departments and language
arts programs in the secondary and elementary schools. Traditionally,
departments of English have handed over by default the responsibility
for thinking about the teaching of their subject to departments and
schools of education. The more prestigious the department of English,
the less likely it was to be involved in thinking about the role of
literature and language in education in elementary and high schools.

There may one day come a time when departments of English
conceive of themselves not as separate and independent entities but as
art integral part of the educational.process in English that begins in
the kindergarten. There may come a time when members of depart-
ments of English conceive as their colleagues not only their fellow
department members but also their fellow English trachers who snug-
gle with similar problems on the high school and elementary levels.
There may come a time when teachers and professors of English at all
levels of the curriculumkindergarten through graduate school--rdis-
cover their mutual interests and problems, come'together in the joint
enterprise of defining what is genuinely basic to their subject and
discipline, and proceed to the construction of a curriculum centered
in the truly basic.

But that time is not yet. And in the meantime, with departments of
English under seige and concerned for their own survival, that time
seems more distant than ever before. On the other hand, times of trial
are often times of reorientation, times of reconsideration of old ques-
tions. There are faint signs that departments of English, in casting
about for means of urvival, may discover their responsibilities for
their digcipline and its role at all levels of education, and in the
process recognize a mutuality of interest with colleagues working to
the same ends at other levels of the curriculum.

In casting, a cold eye on the horizon, we might note recent move-
mentsin literary criticism to see whether we can detect help from that
direction. For anyone who tries to keep up with new critical move-
ments, the nines are very confusing; one movement is no sooner estab-
lished in a stronghold when another appears to challenge it and do
battle. It seems almost as though the interest in criticism these days is
not in the excitement of discoveries universally recognized as basic
principles but rather in the Lest for linguistic combat in which one
critical theory ;s pitted against another. I shall not attempt a sys-
tematic survey of the critical scene but will concentrate on a few
examples of what I mean.
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My first example I take from the recent past. Northrop Frye's
archetypal criticism has been around long enough for us to have
accommodated ourselves to it. Indeed, I remember that some of the
curriculum centers of yesteryear committed themselves fully to the
categcriessand methods outlined in Frye's book, The Anatomy of
Criticism (1957); and Frye himself became involved with the educa-
tional implications of his system. I do not wish here to judge Frye's
system, but I do wish to call. into question one of the widely quoted
principles that he formulated about the impossibility of "teaching
literature": "The difficulty often felt in 'teaching literature' arises
from the fact that it cannot be done: the criticism of literature is all
that can be directly taught."3 I think I know what led Frye to this
conclusion, but I wonder whether he considered what the educational
consequences of such a principle would be if actually adopted in a
place such as an elementary classroom.

I would guess Frye thought that what could be taught directly was
a body of knowledge or set of principles, and that since literature
could not be reduced to such a body or set, it could not be taught.
,What I thinic he overlooked was that the classroom is a place of
.immense possibilities when presided over by a creative teacher. Such a
teacher can create an emotional, intellectual, and imagipative environ-
ment in which a poem, play, or story can be experienced (and there-
fore learned) directly. The best teaching of a.poem may, on occasion,
be an effective reading of it; the best teaching of a play, a recreation of
its scenes in the classroom, with full participation of the students in
cast and audience: In any event, the teaching of literature need not be
limited to the talking aboutor criticismof literature.

Since Frye we have witnessed the advent of the French structuralists
and; more recently, the Yale deconstructionists. The works of these
critics have brought into being a swarm of critical terms that often
seem to obscure more than they clarify. Teachers trying to find a base
from which they can confidently make plans for the classroom and
wanting to connect this base with a professional center that they can
look to for guidance will find little reassurance in the vocabularies of
these new criticisms. It seems fair to conclude that many modern
critical theorists have not only cut themselves off from a general
audience, but from most of their fellow professionals, whom they are
presumably most interested in reaching.

I do not wish to pass judgment wholesale on the bewildering
variety Of\structuralists and deconstructionists, but merely to observe
the apparent willingness with which they write for an ever shrinking
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audience. Becuse I have recently read for other purposes several of
the books of Harold Bloom, I shall use his criticism as an example of
the trend I am tracing. Bloom can be called neither a structuralist nor
a deconstructibnist (though at Yale he has affinities with the latter),
but a kind of Freudian Cabalist. The work that sets forth his critical
system most fully and explicitly is The Anxiety of Influence: A Theory
of Poetry (1973); but it needs to be supplemented by A Map of
Misreading (1975), elaborating his theory that a strong misreading (or
misprision) is the best misreading; and his Wallace Stevens: The
Poems of Our Climate (1977), filling out in an appendix (or "coda")
his theory of "poetic crossing" (in which a poet confronts successively
the death of creativity, of ,love, and of the total being by successively
crossing from irony to synecdoche, from metonymy to hyperbole, and
from metaphor to metalepsis).4

I shall not attempt to egplain the whole of Bloom's system, but I
would like to list the categories he sets forth in The Anxiety of
Influence. As poets write poems in response to die works of nredcces-
sor poets, all poems may be seen as-re aturiiN pr:or poems in a
particular way, and would fit in one of the following categories
(which are really stages of reaction to or misreadings of predecessor
poems): Clinamen, or poetic misreading; Tessen "completion and
antithesis"; Kenosis, "movement towards discontinuity with the pre-
cursor"; Daemonization, "movement towards a personalized Counter-
Sublime"; Askesis, "movement of self-purgation"; Apophrades, or
"return of the dead," wherein the new poem Makes it seem "as
though the later poet himself had written the precursor's characteristic
work:"5 In connection with Apophrades, Bloom denotes straight-faced
and serious discussion, cleverly designed co shock, to the influence of
Wordsworth on Milton, Wallace Stevens on Keats, and Ilart Crane
on Whitman.6

If I have already succeeded in losing or confusing you, don't be
discouraged. It would seem that most of Bloom's readers, like his
reviewers, have trouble comprehending or remembering his system,
and they wonder at times whether his formulations are not intended
to startle mare than to convince. In what he calls an "Interchapter" in
The Anxiety of Influence, he writes: "Rhetorical, Aristotelian, phe-
nomenological, and structuralist criticisms all reduce, whether to
imiges, ideas, given things, or phonemes. Moral and 'other blatant
philosophical or psychological criticisms all reduce to rival conceptu-
alizations. We [the editorial "we"] reduceif at :illto another
poem. The meaning of a poem can only be another poem." And
again: "Every poem is a Inisinterpretation of a parent poem. A poem
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is not an overcoming of anxiety, but is that anxiety. Poets' misin-
terpretations or poems are more drastic than criticednisinterpretations
of criticism, but this is only a difference in degree and not at all in
kind. There are no interpretations but only misinterpretations, and so
all criticism is prbse poetry." 7 A teacher searching for support among
these sentences before entering the classroom to confront the students'
question, "What does this poem mean?" might understandably be
hesitant in quoting Bloom: "Oh, the meaning of that poem is another
poem." Who can blame such a teacher for turning back to Brooks and
Warren and their durable textbook, first published in 1938, Under-
standing Poetry. With all its shortcomingsand new ones are being
detailed and disclosed dailythe old New Criticism lent itself to
adaptation in the classroom; it did not set itself forth as a private cult
with a patented vocabulary, bent on exclusivity. '

Scanning the horizon cannot be terribly comforting for anyone
looking for a new critical system that might serve as a rallying point
for the teaching of literature through all the school years, a systemL
that might bring the present fragments of the profession together into
some kind o,f understandable whole, infusing the enterprise with a
sense of purpose and even mission. Indeed, some of the new systems
seem bent on destructive ends, offering a kind of critical nihilism that
can only result in more fragmentation and educational disarray.

But if current criticism often seems pedagogically unrewarding,
what about the literature itself that appears on the horizon? Con-
temporary literature can play an important part in literary education,
its immediate relevance of time and place luring students into experi-
ences that provide the basis for movement back iu time, to fiction and
poetry and drama of the older and more clearly classical poriods. I am
an enthusiastic believer in underground books, works that students
find and read on their own, their act of discovery and possession
becoming in itself a major stage in their literary education. My own
experience in the late 1930s and early 1940s with Thomas Wolfe was
determining in my own inner life. Certain recent books have provided
many students with such experiences: J. D. Salinger's Catcher in the
Rye (1951), William Golding's Lord of the Flies (1954), Joseph Hel-
ler's Catch-22 (1961), Kurt Vonnegut's Cat's Cradle (1963). My present
concern is that it has been some time now since I found my students
(or heard of other students) carrying about a novel that represents
personal discovery and inspires unbounded enthusiasm. My imperti-
nent question is this: What has happened to contemporary literature?

One novelist turned critic has provided an impassioned answer to
my question. In On Moral Fiction (1978) John Gardner sees a relation-
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ship between the obscurity of contemporary criticism and the state of
contemporary art, particularly literature: "The language of critics,
and of artists of the kind who pay attention to critics, has become
exceedingly Odd: not talk about feelings or intellectual affirmations.,-
not talk about moving and surprising twists of plot or wonderful
characters and ideasbut sentences full of large words like hermen-
eutic, heuristic, structuralism, formalism, or opaque language, and
full of fine distinctionsfor instance those between modernist and
post-modernistthat would make even an intelligent cow suspicious.
Though more difficult than evetakkore to read, criticism has become
trivial."8 These sentences are merely the warm-up for Gardner's major
denunciation, which is wholesale: "In a world where nearly every:
thing that passes/1°r art is tinny and commercial and often, in addl-,.
tion, hollow and academic, I argueby reason and by banging the
table for an old-fashioned view of what art is and does and what the
fundamental business of critics ought therefore to be. Not that I want
joy taken out of the arts, but even frothy entertainment is not harmed
by a touch of moral responsibility, at least an evasion of too fashion-
able simplifications. My basic message throughout this book is as old
as the hill`s, drawn from Homer, Plato, Aristotle, Dante, and the rest,
and standard in Western civilization down through the eighteenth
century.. . . The traditional view is that the art is moral: it seeks to
improve life, not debase it. It,seeks to hold off, at least for a while, the
twilight of the gods and us. .. . That art which tends toward destruc-
tion, the art of nihilists, cynics, and merdistes, is not.properly art at
all. Art is essentially serious and beneficial, a game played against
chaos and death, against entropy." 9

John Gardner's %%fords here sum up, I am sure, the feelings and
thoughts of many people who have for some decades been sympathetic,
to new movements in the arts, and whose hopes have repeatedly turned
to ai4pointment. In his reaction to contemporary fiction, Gardner
certainly strikes a responsive chord in those like me who have had a
professional and educational interest in tracking the modern American
novel. It was, not until I read On Moral Fiction that I fully realized
how much I, too, had been haunted for some time by the notion that
modern fiction had somehow lost its way, that it had ceased to have
the kind of vital relevance to experience that I had always assumed it
to have. And, indeed, my uneasy feelings were vaguely connected with
moral questions that modern novels seemed to raise, directly or
obliquely. But I found Gardner much more eloquent and persuasive
its his denunciations than in his affirmations; and I found many of
hi's formulations on' morality as it relates to fiction disappointingly
thin. It is simple in discussing morality and art, unless one makes
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painfully careful discriminations and qualifications, to fall into the
enemy campthe camp of the philistines who want their art to reflect
and reaffirm their own comfortable and easy values. Genuinely moral
art often ails into question those very values. It is a pity, therefore,
that John Gardner's book was written so hastily and loosely that it
might be dismissed by the serious (as it has been in many reviews) and
will be misused by the, superficial. But it serves the purpose of vigor-
ously and courageously raising some hard questions that need facing.

Gardner's chargesthat "our serious fiction is quite bad," that the
"sickness" runs deep, reflecting an "almost total loss of faith inor
perhaps understanding ofhow true art works" to call to mind a
prediction that Henry James made in 1900 in a short essay, "The
Future of the Novel." By and large James was optimistic, emphasizing
the novel's freedom from restrictions and its potentiality for achieve-
ment: the novel "can do simply everything, and that is in strength
and its life. Its plasticity, its elasticity are infinite; there is no color, no
extension it may not take from the nature of its subject or the temper
of its craftsman." But, James noted, the novel could indeed perish, a
victim of its own "superficiality" or "timidity," when it lost "a sense of
what it can do."II Is it perhaps time to raise with Gardner the question
James formulated three-quarters of a century ago: Has the novel lost
the sense of what it can do? Many people have provided the answer
alreidy by ceasing to read 'our so-called serious fiction.

In scanning the horizon, we have seen little to give comfort. En-
glish departments are preoccupied with their own declining fortunes,
criticism seems more and more to be talking to itself.in an ever more
private language, and literature itself, especially fiction, seems simi-
larly self-centered and of diminishing relevance. Everyone can think
of exceptions, of course, but my own personal and unscientific surveys
indicate that many members of the profession are in substantial agree-
ment. Are we witnessing a general decline of culture, in which both
the humanities and the arts are giving way to the various sciences?
Have we all lost faith in our profession because we have lost a "sense
of what it can do"? Perhaps it is time that we turn back to the debris
and the rubble and look for what might have survived.

Re-excavating the Foundations

In our panic at finding so little that is reassuring on the horizon, we
might find ourselves echoing the shout, "Back to the basics." But
before we let our Passion to be relevant again overcome our reason, let
us ask, "For what are the basics basic?" I assume that if I walked
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down the average street of an average city in America and asked what
the basics in English were, I would find out that they were grammar,
spelling, and punctuation. And if I asked for what the basics were
basic, I would probably be told that they were basic for the important
fields of education and for lifethe sciences, technology, business,
and industry. Though "back to the basics" may mean different things
to different people, by and large the slogan is aimed at reducing the
discipline of English to a large service program providing basic
literacy fOr individuals who can then go on with the more important
and vital subjects that are central to experience and living.

No one can be opposed to basic literacy, though many can have
genuine doubts that it can be achieved by a return to rote drill in
grammar,' spelling, and punctuation. But few in the profession can
miss in the educational sloganeering of "back to the basics" a con-
tempt for the humanities and the human and humane values to which
they are or ought to be devoted. What I would like to do now is to
exchange a temporal metaphor, "back to the basics," for a spatial
metaphor, "excavating the foundations." Instead of going back in
time, I would prefer to descend in space with my structural image to
those solid underpinnings on which the superstructure of our disci-
pline must rest.

I have finally arrived at the term that appeared at the end of my
tide, imagination. For those who immediately protest that the word is
vague, I reply, "Yes, it is just about as vague as the word basics." But I
must insist on its use because there is no other that is so solidly a part
of the foundation of English and education in English. And I would
argue also that the word is central to human identity, to human
experience, and to human society. The aims of English maw be sum-
marized as the education of the imagination. These aims place educa-
tion in English as an end in itself, and not in the service of some
other, more central study or subject. In sifting through the comments
I have made on the profession during the past two decades, I find that
I have returned to the term again and again to get at what is central to
the profession, whether it be an elementary teacher reading fairy tales
to youngsters, a high school teacher directing students in a production
of Macbeth, a composition instructor commenting on a detailed
description of a walk through a forest preserve, a graduate professor
exploring with students the fictional theory of Henry James. All
of these activities, because they are directed at the development
and growth of the linguistic imagination, are in a radical or root
sense basic.

.
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In supporting my argument for the imagination in the past, I have
turned to two scientists for testimony regarding the reality and cen-
trality of the imagination. In "The Eiological Basis of Imagination,"
R. W. Gerard hps written: "By such various mechanisms [the brain's
billions of neurons and synapses) . .. great masses of nerve cellsthe
brain as a great .unityact together, and not merely do two or a
billion units sum up their separate contributions, but each is part of a
dynamic fluctuating activity pattern of the whole. This is the orchestra
which plays thoughts of truth and beauty, which creates imagina-
tion."12 In "The Creativeness of Life," biologist E. W. Sinnott has
written: "The multiplication of man's behavioral goals and the in-
creased complexity of his psychological patterns have enriched his
.mental life, but something else has been acquired during his upward
progress. Gaining the power to accumulate experience and to reason
was not enough to make him truly man. Another quality was neces-
sarythe great flight of imagination, This is perhaps man's most
distinctive trait, for it makes possible his creativeness."13 To these
scientific views of the nature of the imagination as it relates to cre-
ativity I wish now to add the view of a poet, Wallace Stevens: "The
imagination is the power of the mind over the possibilities of
things.... We cannot look at the oast or the future except by means
of the imagination. . . . [The imagination) enables us to live our own
lives. We have it because we do not have enough without it. . . . The
imagination is the power that enables tis to perceive the normal in the
abnormal, the opposite of chaos in chaos.. . . The truth seems to be
that we live in concepts of the imagination before reason has estab-
lished them. It may be that the imagination is a miracle of logic and
that its exquisite diy inations are calculations beyond analysis, as the
conclusions of the reason are calculations wholly within analysis. II
so, one understands perfectly that in the service of love and imagina-
tion nothing can be too laviah, too sublime or too festive., ,, 14

If, as scientist and poet agree, the imagination is the creative
faculty, they would also agree with linguists that language is the
substance and means, the i,ehicle and medium of the imagination.
The linguistic imagination is the human miracle that remains a
mystery es en to an explorer of such mysteries like the revolutionary
linguist Noam Chomsky. In Language and Mind, he writes: "Having
mastered a language, one is able to understand an indefinite number,
of expressions that are new to one's experience . . . ; and one is
able to produce such expressions on an appropriate occasion,
despite their novelty . . . and to he understood by others who share
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this still mysterious ability. The normal use of language is, in this
sense, a creative activity. This creative aspect of normal language use
is one fundamental factor that distinguishes. human language from
any known system of animal communication." With all this immense
knowledge about language and the way it works, Chomsky maintains
his sense of awe at its deep mystery and his respect for its centrality to
the quality and nature of humanness: "When we study human lan-
guage, we are approaching what some might call the 'human essence,'
the distinctive qualities of mind that are, so far as we know, unique to
man and that are inseparable from any critical phase of human
existence, personal and social." 15

Noam Chomsky's vision of language may be seen as complemen-
tary to the earlier views of Edward Sapir and Susanne Langer. As long
ago as 1942, in Philosophy in a New Key, Susanne Langer rejected the
reductive and highly restrictive view of language of the logical pos-
itivists and linguistic philosophers and focused on the fundamentally
creative essence of language. For support she called on such scholars
of language as Edward Sapir, and his formulation: "While it [lan-
guage] may be looked upon as a symbolic system which reports or
refers or otherwise substitutes for direct experience, it does not as a
matter of actual behavior stand apart from or run parallel to direct
experience but completely interpenetrates with it. "16 Sapir continues,
"The purely communicative aspect of language has been exaggerated.
It is best to admit that language is primarily a vocal actualization of
the tendency to see realities symbolically."" Susanne Langer's own
conception of language, fully compatible with Sapir's here, is sug-
gested in three brief quotations. The first: "The utilitarian view of
language is a mistake." The second: "The fact is that our primary
world Of reality is a verbal one." And the thin!: "The transformation
of experience into concepts, not the elaboration of signals and symp-
toms, is the motive of language. Speech is through and through
symbolic; and only sometimes signific. Any attempt to trace it back
entirely to the needs of communication, neglecting the formulative,
abstractive experience at the root of it, must land us in the sort of
enigma that the problem of linguistic origins has long presented.""

What Gerard and Sinnott and Stevens, what Chomsky, Sapir, and
Langer are driving at is what most English teachers have long known
but frequently forgotten that they have known: the linguistic imagi-
nationthe faculty of the imagination and its vehicle languageis
basic to human identity, existence, growth, and being. Thus the
linguistic imagination is the cornerstone of that foundation we are
re-excavating. On it must rest whatever structures of the profession we

...design. Contributing to these structures and design are all the mem-
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bers of our profession, from kindergarten through graduate school, all
engaged in nourishing, developing, challenging, educating, the lin-
guistic imagination of their students. Anyone so carried away by
sloganeering as to misconceive that foundation as grammar, spelling,
and punctuationor some other simplistic formulation of the subject
is diminishing the profession and trivializing-its purposes, capitulat-
ing to that "uiilithrian view of language" rejected by Susanne Lanier.

Literature in its broadest definition is the central means of educa
tion of the linguistic imagination. An English ,curriculum without
literature is a curriculum without a soul. If an English, teacher can
instill a passion for reading literature in students at an early age, it is
likely that those students will come naturally to know, at conscious or
unconscious levels, most of the elements fundamental to growth in
the other two components of the old /new English tripodlanguage
and composition. But they will also through literature come to know
much more. What it is they come to know is not, except peripherally,
about literature, but about life, reality, experience, themselves and
their societyand much more. And what they know they will know
in ways possible by no other means. Students can be told about the
transience of all things, or given statistical evidence, and they can
hold the notion in their minds; but they will come to understand the
meaning of transience when they fully experience, John Keats's "Ode
to a Nightingale," and this knowledge will settle in their bones. In
literature, feeling is an important avenue to knowing, and knowing
in profound ways. We might adopt Henry James's desctiption of the
ideal critic as a good definition of the ideal reader: he should be
willing, even eager, "to lend himself, to project himself and steep
himself, to feel and feel till he understands and to understand so well
that he can say, to have perception at the pitch of passion and expres-
sion as embracing as the air, to be infinitely curious and incorrigibly
patient, and yet plastic and inflammable and determinable.'" In
James's formulation for experiencing literature, feeling leads to under-
standing; perception and passion are inseparably intertwined. The
knowledge that readers gain in reading fiction, James has said, is the
knowledge of "another actual," another reality, another experience.
The vivid fable, more than anything else, gives him [the reader] this

satisfaction [living the life of others] on easy terms, gives him knowl-
edge aoundant yet vicarious. It enables him to select, to take and
to leave."20

To take and to leave. The world opens out in literature to an
infinity of possibilities and choices, visions and revisions. If the
linguistic imagination is stunted, the individual's being will be
stunted, the inner identity and life diminished. But if that imagination
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is richly developed, the individual is ready to encounter life's experi-
ences with incalculable resources invisible to the naked eye..

Literature may be seen in this way as expanding or (as James once
put it) "swelling" consciousness, as extending and enlarging aware-
ness. And in the process of the expansion and enlargement, literature
provides the foundation and structure for a moral education, for the
growt an deve opment o t e moral imagiii Ai John Gardner
has reminded us in On Moral Fiction, literature throughout history
has been considered, in its intentions and aims, moral. Only on occa-
sion, as for example in recent times, has morality been proclaimed
irrelevant to art. The subject of morality in literature is a linguistic
minefield that cannot be quickly negoti....ted. But needlesS to say I am
pot suggesting that art is or should be didactic. What I am saying is
that the artist's, and especially the literary artist's, very way of seeing
the world is unavoidably, implicitly moral. Here as so often elsewhere,
Henry James's cautiously worded commentary provides illutnination:

There is, I think, no more nutritive or suggestive truth . .. than
that of the perfect dependence of the "moral" sense of a work of
an on the amount of felt life concerned in producing it. The
question comes back thus, obviously, to the kind and the degree
of the artist's prime sensibility, which is the soil out of which his
subject springs. The quality and capacity of that soil, its ability to
"grow" with due freshness and straightness any vision of life,
represents, strongly or weakly, the projected morality.. .. [But]
one is far from contending that this enveloping air of the artist's
humanitywhich gives the last touch to the worth of the work
is not a widely and wondrously varying element; being on one
occasion a rich and magnificent medium and on another a com-
paratively poor and ungenerous one.21

* James's various terms associated with the moral element in litera-
ture are worth lingering over" 'moral' sense," "the artist's prime
sensibility," "vision of life," "the enveloping air of the artist's hu-
manity." And significantly, James notes that this element in literature
"gives the last touch to the worth of the work." In short, this aspect of
literature is basic to its nature and value. And this aspect represents a
vital part of the role that literature plays in education. But it must be
emphasized that good literature does not preach or moralize. It does
not provide a set of rules for good conduct, nor does it provide a
ready-made system of belief. Rather, it offers a world, or various
worlds, for readers to enter and explore, examine and consider
through the moral imagination. Literature extends experience, en-
larges possibility, and liberates reader-participants from the narrow
range of their own moral parochialism and prejudices. And readers
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are thus provided the choices in wide variety through contemplation
of which they may find their own moral sense and identity grow
and mature.

I cannot conceive of anything more basic to our profession than
the imagination, nor any more fundamental aim for us and for society
than its education. We must not be deflected from this aim by a
movement back to "basics" that are in reality peripheral or even
trivial. This is not to say that grammar, spelling, and punctuation
and much more of related naturecannot find a proper place in the
-curriculum, but in a 'subordinate, not a basic, position. Nor is this to
say that study of some aspects of our subject might not be designed to
be useful in helping a student get a job or become a doctor or lawyer.'
But if in devoting our attention to these parts of our profession we
begin to see our discipline as in essence a service discipline without its
own solid base and self-sufficient, vital purposes and ends, then we
shall indeed be lost. We shall one day in the future find ourselves
sifting through the debris and digging for the foundations and
discover that, through our own neglect, they have crumbled away
beneath us.
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The Unconstious at Work in Reading

Bruno Bettelheim
Professor Emeritus, University of Chicago

Reading, from the very beginning, can be a process in which one is
actively and in very personal ways involved, or it can be an essentially
passive procedure in which large and important segments of the
personality remain unengaged, or may even resist the process. That is,
learning,to read can either involve all of our personality, including its
deepest layers, or it can be a process in which only our cognitive capac-
ities participate In decoding, while, the rest of our personality remains
essentially untouched. Readingthe process of extracting meaning
from what is printed on the pageis an active cognitive process, but
as long as we take in only what the text tries to convey, we'permit
ours (elves to be passive)), impressed by what somebody else wishes to
impTes upon, us. Only if we reshape the content in accordance with
our Preoccupations, if we pour ourselves into the act of reading and
actively recreateto some degree in our imagewhat we are reading,
does the content become vitally important to us, and with it -eading
in general. In the first case reading is and remains a task which has to
be met; in the second, reading becomes something to which we are
deeply and most personally committedit becomes literacy.

One significant element at work here is the share the unconscious
plays in shaping tl e process of appreciating a work of art or literature.
So far this role of the unconscious has received little attention, al-
though its investigation would open vistas of great consequence for
our understanding of why some persons derive great benefit from
reading good literature while others remain indifferent to it. Com-
pared to study of the role of cognition in reading and that of a reader's
conscious responses to a piece of literature, examination of uncon-
scious reactions lags far behind. What goes on in the unconscious,
however, significantly shapes the reader's responses to any work. In
fact, the overt and covert messages contained in what a person is
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reading often arouse unconscious reactions that are quite at variance
with what the author had intended.

Thh is true in general, even when a reader happens not to be
engaged in a very personal way with what he or she is reading. If a
reader is so engaged, then personal concerns intrude into the content,
and they do more so as the reader becomes more emotionally involved.
Flow far astray idiosyncratic reactions to a text will carry a reader
depends to a considerable degree on the reader's ability. to..think
abstractly, and on his or her experience in doing so. The less intel-
lectuall sophisticated the reader, the less he or she is accustomed to
comprehending matters in accordance with abstract reasoning and the
more he or she is apt to be swayed by emotic ls or the mood of the
moment, thus distorting the meaning of what being read in line
with the feelings the material arouses.

Our understanding of the processes at work in us that account for
the disparity between messages intended by an author and meanings
received by a particular reader is limited, but it is incomparably more
advanced than our comprehension of the unconscious forces within
us that condition our responses to a piece of literature when we try
not just to comprehend it but also, for some reason of our own, want
to make it part of our personal experience. And we know even less of
what is involved when conscious and unconscious preoccupations
intrude on the comprehension and appreciation of wha we are read-
ing to the degree that we read differently from the printed text, or
when we become resistantor in extreme cases unableto read parts
or all of it.

The younger and the less intellectually mature readers are, the
more powerfully do their emotions assert themseqc:s in all they do,
and the less able are they to experience things abstractively and
objectivelyeven less are young readers able to prevent their uncon-
scious from obtruding and distorting what they are consciously trying
to comprehend. These are well-known facts, but in the teaching of
reading to beginners, these facts are largely neglected! The uncon-
scious is not even mentioned in the most highly regarded and widely
used treatises on the teaching of reading today. But in the beginning
reader who is a young child, that which originates in the inner mental
life conditions responses to what is read much more than does the
content of the text.

While the young child may occasionally engage in quiet contem-
plation, the natural tendency is to prefer active manipulation. So the
basic texts from which the young reader is taught describe children
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engaging in various activities: running, playing ball, riding bikes.
' The error here is that reading about activities is a far cry from

engaging in them; in many ways sitting quietly while reading about,
such activities makes the child wish to do them instead of reading
about them. This Makes reading less attractive than it would be had
the child's mind not been incited to think about being active.

While a reader is cognitively active while trying to comprehend the
message contained in what is being read, he or she is nevertheless to a
large degree also passively receptive to what the text attempts to
convey. By contrast, if the reader in some measure deviates from the
text to reshape spontaneously the intended message, making it more
congenial to what consciously or unconsciously preo&upies his or
her.mind at the moment, trying to bring it more in, line with past*
experiences and present concerns, the reader is actively manipulating
the text's meaning as he or she deviates from it. Without being con-
sciously aware of that deviation, the reader actively modifies that
which otherwise would passively taken in. This makes the textNso
much more personally im rtant to the reader, giving the specific
piece a personal imprinti, and indirectly making reading in general
more important. Compared to such active dealing with reading, efforts
at trying to get exactly what the text tries to convey are passive and
receptive and in most cases rather uninteresting.

This is common knowledge. It is the reason why the so- called
stories of basic readers present topics thought to be personally attrac-
tive And m ningful to children of the age at which most are intro-
duced to read' lg. The psychological error 'here, of course, is that
although an 4ctivity may be attractive to a child, reading about it in
oversimplified form frequently is not. For example, just because first-

- graders, are familiar with the complex personal interactions in a ball
game and their emotions are aroused by the ebb and flow of the
fortunes of their team does not mean that a text that tries to describe
the game with an extremely limited vocabulary will be of high interest
to first-graders. Being reminded by the text of ball games may induce
children to think about them, but it will also convince them that
reading h ball games is trite indeed when compared with the vital
events of a real game. The result will be that children learn that
reading is not worth the effort involved because all it can offer is a
mean picture of that with which it deals.

Watching first- or second-graders laboriously struggling to -make
sense a their readers shows that all they are involved in is trying to
decode words correctly; the content of what they are reading seldom

SO
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has much potential personal meaning to them, and in most cases no
actual meaning whatsoever. As much time as beginning-6aders spend
on figuring out the textand often considerably morethey devote to
workbooks. From them no meaning, personal or otherwise, can be
extracted. Workbooks merely require decoding for decoding's sake.

Teachers, too, concentrate on giving help in decoding and on cor-
recting decoding errors. True, after a piece of reading has been com-°
pletedand sometimes in anticipation of its being readteachers try
to arouse the children's interest in the material, but this encourage-
ment rarely succeeds in infusing the act of reading with personal
significance for too much of the child's labor and energy has gone
into the act of decoding, and the text's content is too trivial. The
energy expended on deo:fitting and the discouraging defeats many
children experience when trying to decode, combined with essentially
uninteresting content, prevent them from getting excited about the
text; reading as such is, therefore, a tedious, unreOrding task.

Often children do become personally involved it the subjects they
and their teachers talk about, since many teachers are able to make
conversations about the content of a text interesting. But the com-
parison between the text and the conversation makes the text appear
in an even worse light: it conveys so little of what could have been
said about the topic as shown by the conversation with the teacher.
Unfortunately, positive experiences between teacher and child center,
on personal interactions and do not affect the child's feelings about
decoding or reading in general. The teacher's remarks may help a
child to understand the material that has been read, but the moment
for deep personal commitment to reading has passed.

Perhaps I can make my point with this example. We have all had
the experience of reading a poem the merits of which we recognized,
but which nevertheless failed to impress or move us in any personal
way. Then an expert explains the poem to us; the poem now appears
much more meaningful; we comprehend what the poet was about in
writing it anil understand what others have gained from it. Valuable
as all this is, and much as it may help us later in our appreciation of
the poem, there is no personal delight in the poem and no shock of
recognition such as we might have experienced if our response had
been spontaneous. This remains so until we reread the poem, but nom
with much deeper feeling for its music, its poetic appeal, its mood,
the meaning of its symbols. The difference between the totvo readings
is that while we passively took the poem in the first time, we actively
make it our own the second time.
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T ty" with my example, however, is that the texts from

whipi gin s are taught to read have little intrinsic value.' What
dots not grow on children with rereading. Teachers are so

muchttware of his that I have never observed them suggesting that
childr,r99d those texts. Nor have I seen children spontaneously re-

-readin-V tkm after the teachfr's discussion of their content.
It is true that materjal not personally meaningful at one time may

becorylemlater on, and we teach children to read in the hope that
what they read in the futurewill have meaning for them. But I submit
that a 'skill that.was not intrinsically meaningful when We learned it,
an activity that was .devoid of meaning during the fiest years We
engaged in it, is much less likely to become deeply meaningful later
on compared with activities that captivated the deepest layers of our
beirigfrom the veri beginning. Reading as we teach it is the acquisi-
lion of a skill; our teaching neither creates an inner attitude towards
'readinging orahle 'to -n;ecOming literate, nor does it convey knowledge
that the child cherish&-,

Reading texts because of their limited and controlled vocabulary,
'1contain nothigglhat is' new to children and rarely anything of inher-::'' se.jenpntereStmithem. Even if it were possible trtily to interest children

1ir-tficir4Kent of texts, the vocahulary used in them and the level of
thought are so far below those which children engage in all on theirt
own that the texts in effect talk down to them. All these are reasons
why it is iinpotsible for chilcken to involve themselves personally in
the act of reading, unlessAtey:do sa for easons extraneous to the
process of being taught to read .

4 ,,,...,

It is well known how .ektily,,children learn to read when their
motiyat.an to do so is Cleriv-WOm their home experiences, and many
children ,come to school ayady.motivated to learn to read. But these
are children who, at the right time, would teach themselves to read;
they pose no!Probleins,. Thoir example shows that when children out
of very personal miOns want to become actively involved in reading,
they will-dpso,': ,? w

',:
Agai9, iclOught to be streskal that beginning readers are not at a

deyeloppentil age when .thei are prode to passive contemplation.
InsOacE4hei1 active, manipulative tendencies are at the highest, and
th,6y- ai-O, eager', to, make ;things their very own by giving them a

),', petsoriatimprint. We all'are Much more deeply committed to what we
s actiVelv shapeor reshape than we are to what we accept as offered;

,P , 4
more true for the young child than it is for the adult.

-,T. si.'whOfier children develop a deep and lasting commitment to
r )
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reading is strongly influenced by whether they view reading as some-
thing imposed on them from the outside, or as something they help
t6create.

It is a strange fact that in teaching reading to beginners we dis-
courage their active manipulation of what is read; instead, we insist
04i-children should be cognitively active in reading words as printed
but emotionally passive. In short, they .are forbidden to reshape what
they read in line with what is most important to themthat which
goes on in their innermost lives. By such insistencewe deprive learn-

.... ing to read of much that makes it most attractive to. children. We
involve.only their cognitive capacities in the process of learning to
read, and we exclude their unconscious life from participating in it. It
stands to reason that we would be much more successful in fostering

1
deep commitment to reading if from the very beginning we involved
the child's total personality in the proces,s of reading.

MI this was brought forcefully to my attention during many years
of working with severely disturbed children at the University of Chi-
cago's Orthogenic School. Only by taking cogiiizance of how the
child's unconscious was involved in reading, or often in the refusal to
learn to read, were we able to induce nonreaders to learn tosead,,and__
to make reading attractive io children who had determinedly refused
to be interested in it. By appealing to the unconscious of these chil-
dren we succeeded in making reading not just possible, but desirable
for nonreaders, many of whom later became avid readers. Often we
discovered that these children were nonreaders because the manner in
which _they had personalized what they read had been completely
unacceptable to their ,t-achers and other adults. Only as we made it
possible for them to imbue reading againor for the first timewith
important_ personal meaning did they become readers, and readers
who now knew that reading could provide them with personal experi-
encesfull of deepest _meaning. A few examples may illustrate.

One girl claimed to besompletely unabl&to recognize letters, not
to rtiention being unable to lead. Eventually she let, Q11 that her
inability to read originated in her ability to do bo. Her name was

$br Leslie. At au iarly.age this supposed nonreader had realized that the
second srllahle,of her name read lie. Circumstances had forced her to
create and live in a World of lies so that site would not be destroyed by

' ininlical forces in Whose powers she was, or at least felt to be. Her life
seemed an impenetrable web of lies, so she decided to have nothingto
do with :letters that sd clearly revealed this in the last syllable of
her name.

a /
'
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Only after she had been helped to recognize that it was not so
much that she, Leslie, wanted to be a liar, but rather that those in
whose power she felt to be had liedto her, and had forced her to lie in
return for safety's sake, did she become able and willing to recognize
her name. But she insisted that it was to be'spelled Lies lie because her
existence had been nothing but a heaping of lies on top of the basic
lie that she had felt forced to pretend to like a parent, although she
had lived in mortal fear of this parent. In a later development, when
she was able to relinquish most of her pretend life and to see herself
less as a complete liar, she spontaneously insisted that her name was
to be spelled Less he, for she was not living -less of a lie. At this time
she became willing to learn to read.

All along this girl's name had had deepest personal meaning for
tier, as names have for many children. Because we accepted the spell-
ing of her name as L esslie, and because this word was of such unique
importance to her, she began to accept that other words, and with it
reading, had things of personal significance to offer her. On this basis
reading eventually became important to her. It was difficult for her to
give up lying altogether'as the basis of safety in her life, and only
when she achieved a sufficiently strong feeling of security, and with it
respect for herself, was she able to spell and read her name as Leslie.
Since we had reacted positively to her various idiosyncratic spellings
of her name, she could finally make her own the common spelling of
her name, and with this accept the spelling of all other words.

Another child acted as if she were feebleminded. With great deter-
mination she refused to be involved in any learning task. She, too,
had had a most unfortunate early history. She had been severely
abused by her parents and in consequence had been placed in various
foster homes, none of which had worked out because of her extreme
negativism. At the Orthogenic School, because of her teacher's ability
to befriend her, the 'Child was willing to go to class, occupying herself
there with all sorts of things, ,provided no learning whatsoever was
involved. But, being in class, she could not help hearing what went on
around her as some children learned to read.

One slay when some of the other children were reading stories
about happy families, stories that described good relations between
parents and children, how they played together and talked, the teacher
sat down beside the girl and spoke with her about how upsetting it
must be for her to hear all these stories about good homes when her
experiences with homes had been so very bad. Using the child's
customary language, the teacher observed that it was high time to

8,1
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teach a lesson to the people who write such stories and expect children
to learn to read from them. The teacher suggested that the girl might
like to correct such a story (a simple reading text of some forty pages
with only a limited number of words on each page) by taking parents
out of the stories by blotting out with a heavy black marker the words
father and mother whenever they appeared.

The girl seemed completely uninterested in this suggestion, but the
teacher, undaunted, proceeded with her own marker to bjot out these
words on the first three pages. By the fourth page the girl appeared
interested and amused. The teacher went on a little longer and by the
sixth page asked the girl whether she would like to continue doing
the same thing throughout the book. This nonreader, who could not
recognize a single wordor so she maintainednow systematically
and faultlessly blotted out father and mother on the following thirty-
odd pages.,When the child had as if thlough "magic" manipulation
of 'words made the book fit her psychological needs, the teacher asked
her whether she might now tcrrto read the book, for her an advanced
text in view of her supposedly nonexistant reading ability. The girl
read it with scarcely an error.

Some might argue that it would have been better to let the child
dictate her own story in order to learn to read from itbut this had
been tried without success. Requests to do something positive, such as
dictating a story, had proved fruitless because the bad in the girl's life
had blotted out the good. Only after she became active in the manipu-
lation of the reading material did reading attain, meaning for her, and
then it was fairly easily mastered. Unhappy means sometimes serve
happy ends, but happy learning experiences are always achieved when
the cognitive efforts of young children are supported by their un-
conscious needs. It is the reshaping of what is read in accord with
their most pressing needs that makes,reading irresistibly attractive
to children.

The preceding examples illustrate how nonreaders can become
readers when they are enabled to personalize their reading in ways
that make the experience deeply significant, a significance that then
spreads to reading in general. A quite different example may show
that if a child, all on his or her own, manages to personalize a reading
vxperience and to hold on to that experience, despite the most severe

disturbance, that child may remain of become an excel-
lent reader.

In a different context. I discussed the case of Dana, a catatonic,
anorexic, schizophrenic girl.' Despite her catatonic frozenness and
completely inesponsive attitude to the world, she had remained a

O
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good student and interested in reading. After years of treatment she
finally revealed why: one word in particular had been endowed with
the deepest personal meaning, and this word was so tremendously
important to her that she had become and remained interested in
words, and reading in general. The word that had such personal
meaning to her was weather. Although incapacitated by the anxiety
that she might be devoured and destroyed by her moth 'r and by other
persons whom she endowed with similar destructive po 2rs, this child
had decided that the secret intentions of her enemies would be revealed
to her by the seemingly innocuous word weather, since it contained in
hidden form the message we eat her. Fascination with one word and
its meanings had permitted her to become and remain a good wader.
Freed of her anxieties, she was able to extend this fascination.,tto
serious reading, which became a main interest in her life.

The positive responses of disturbed children to the opportunity to
reshape what they read in accord with their highly idiosyncratic needs
suggest that normal children, too, might become more personally
involved in reading when their active reshaping of what they read is
not criticized or rejected as error but accepted positively. We decided to
test this hypothesis in a number of classrooms.2 We found not only
that acceptance of the personalization of reading by beginners, as we
had expected, led to more positive attitudes towards reading in gen-
eral but also, much to our surprise, that treating such so-called errors
as meaningful and purposeful resulted in the vast majority of cases in
their immediate and spontaneous correctionand this without our
having in any way pointed out to the children that something had
been amiss.

An eight-and-a-half-year-old boy was not doing well enough aca-
demically, since he learned more slowly than had his sisters with
whom he was often disparagingly compared. One day he Has strug-
gling with a Walt Disney version of Cinderella and had reached the
part of the story where stepmother and stepsisters do not permit
Cinderella- time off from her labors to prepare herself for the ball.
They mock her: "You mast learn to work faster." Finally. she is able
to put on her dress: "Cinderella ran down the stairs. 'Wait,' she called,
'I can go now.'' Instead of reading the words as printed, the boy read:
"Cinclerelld ran down the sisters," and then he stopped. As if the
sentence had been unfinished, we concluded it by adding "because she
was sd mad." At that, he spontaneously reread the line exactly as
prin ted.

1 his boy felt pushed to work better, that is, faster ir. school, so he
identified with Cinderella. While the Cinderella story does not say
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that she was angry at being made so little of, we feel she must have
been. The boy in his misreading made her give vent to her anger
and hisin an aggressive act directed against those who behave in
such superior fashion. Our giving words to Cinderella's angerand
with it, implicitly, to hisconveyed to the boy that we understood
why he had read the sentence the way he did, and that we accepted as
valid the feelings he had expressed in his misreading. Through it he
had put into words his desire to "run down" those who pusn children
td work faster than they can or want to do. Stating the wish to get
even probably provided some relief for this boy; our acceptance of his
anger in a matter of fac: way did the rest. Unconscious pressure from
inner rage was reduced sufficiently so that it no longer interfered with
the cognitive task of reading the words as printed, a task which the
boy could now attend to. All this was clear demonstration that his
misreading had not been due to las.k of reading skill.

Had we corrected his error in reading, as his teacher typically did,
his anger and his frustration with himself would have increased, We
would have fueled his wish to "run down" those who pressed hinfio
read faster, and better, and would have made it much more difficult
for him to read the sentence as it was written. Criticism of his attempt
to express what the text had aroused in him would have reminded
him of past criticisms from parents and teachers, and this reminder
might have increased his anger to such a degree that it would have
overwhelmed his cognitive powers. Asked to read what was printed,
the,boy probably would have blocked, as he was wont to do in similar
situations. He might have stopped reading altogether, claiming that
he could not do it. The reason would have been that the overwhelm-
ing pressure of his emotions would nave "blinded" him, so to speak,
making it impossible for him to recognize words not in line with
his feelings.

It would be a mistake to assume that through hit. ..onect second
reading of the sentence the boy had rewarded us for having taken his
side in his conflict with those who pressed him to "work," to learn
faster than he could; that r please us he had read the text as it was
written. While our relationship may have played a small part in his
spontaneous correction, much more important in the long run is that

pleastd =self by successfully mastering the cognitive task pre-
sented by e text. That he was able to do so all on his own,without
proddi or help from ussuch as asking him to take another look at
the word, to sound it out, to consider whether nice Cinderella would
do such a nasty thing, all interventions teachers typically use in

0
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attempting to help children correct themselves demonstrated to the
boy that he could read correctly. that his misreading was not due to
incompetence, a conclusion that is inescapable if somebody points
out an error before one can correct oneself. Such pleasure in oneself
and insone's achievement extends backward to the process of reading,
because it was the experience of reading that led to it. _

The boy's first misreading had invested the text with deep personal
meaning for him. The correct second reading provided the experience
of pleasure in himself, and with it in reading. It is experiences such as
These that eventually lead to literacy, based on the conviction that
reading is both meaningful and personally satisfying.

Such was the desirable consequence-of accepting a misreading as
meaningful, albeit not as one that corresponded to the printed text.
Quite different results might have come from correcting the boy's
misreading. An attentive teacher might have pointed out that the
word in the text did indeed begin with the letter s, but that it was not
sisters. That teacher would have been following what she or he had
learned abort: common mistakes in reading: when two words begin
with the same letter. as sisters and stairs do. beginning readers may
make a mistake because they decode correctly the first letter and then
guess at the rest of the word. This theory completely disregards what
was in truth going on in the boy's mind, which was worlds apart
from guessing a word, since tie was projecting important personal
meaning into the story. Such a correction, by denying validity to what
was going on in the boy's mind and by making him appear as less
compeotent than he was, would certainly have arousei negat' ve feel-
ings. Even if he had corrected himself at such prompting, his action
would have been ',2t another demonstrationto himself, to his
teacher, and to other studentsof his shortcomings. We hate that
which makes us look incompetent in the eyes of others and feel
incompetent in our own eyes. Such resentment extends backwards,
too, to what caused such exasperating feelings, in this example to
reading, and to all it stands for.

This negative extension is exactly what happens in every beginners'
class, es, ery school day. as the most casual observation of the teaching
of reading readily shows. True, it does not happen to each child'every
day. but it does happen to children as part of the reading experience
because they are expised at least several times each day to the teacher's
corrections of the misreadings of other children. Of course children do
not consciously understand the psychological ramifications of what is
gcing on, but subconsciously the experience nevertheless makes a

v0
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deep impression because it was not so long ago that they had been the
ones who had made similar errors in reading by expressing their inner
feelings, and the teacher's critical behavior had demonstrated that
what was truly important to themthe meaning they had found in
the storyhad no place in reading. The serious impact of such
experiences, ik further aggravated by the insecurity of beginning read-
ers, which makes correction particularly painful. And the pain- is even
greater because ch'' reil know that how they read the text was the
right way because ic corresponded to what was going on in their
minds. Nev erthe!ess, they are forced by the authority of the teacher to
agree that their reading was not correct, and this admiSsion makes
them feel incompetent.

The worst aspect of all this is the monstrous degree to which
teacher and child are at cross purposes. Learning to read, and even
more important, to ynjoy reading, requires most of 411 that the teach-
er's purposes in teaching a child to read and the child's purposes in
learning to read be identical. The teacher, unfortunately, is convinced
that correction of misreading makes the story more meaningful to the
child, while in fact it 'robs the story of all personal meaning for the
child. The teacher believes that correction makes reading attractive,
but from the child's point of %Levy, correction spoils the pleasure to be
'gamed from reading.

This example also shows that the positive acceptance of a child's
misreading as meaningful in terms of what makes a story significant
to the reader can lead toand most often does lead toa second
reading of the text as printedand this without bringing the misread-
ing to the child's attention. NII this is in line with the developmental
stage of the young reader, whit h is one of transition from idiosyncratic
to abstract thought. Elav ing, first experienced appreciation of a highly
pet sonali/ed reading of a story, the child is able to move on to a more
objective acceptance of the story's content.

"Feat hers of normal youngsters can help to c hange reachng from
something children try to ay oid into something that they find fascinat-
ing and highly rewarding by accepting and .approving; of the uncon-
scious reactions of youngsters to reading. What had appeared to them
as as tedious, sometimes impossible task, since they blocked completely
vy lule trying to read, becomes an exciting; experience when teachers
give recognition to the unconscious reason for such blocking, and
vytth that recognition a connection is established between conscious
efforts at decoding and unconscious inability to do so In short,
conscious and unconscious reactions to reading are brought to bear
on each other.
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An energetic, assertive, almost pugnacious boy was reading a story
about two children fighting. He blocked on the word fight, pronounc-
ing only the f sound, unable to go on. The teacher tried to help him
sound out the wordin fact, was pleased that he had sounded out the
initial letter. The boy continued to block. She defined the word for
him, all to no avail; he became only more stubbornly resistant. How-
ever, when she began to talk about the conteni of the story, how
typical fighting is among children, how adults ought to understand
the child's need for it, the boy_suddenly could read the word, and-told,

somewhat sheepishly, how he and his sister frequently fought. The
boy had not substituted another word for the word fight because he
could ,think of no compromise between his need to fight and his

,, anxiety about it.
Blocking on the word fight was clear indication thayhe boy had

subconsciously read the word correctly; otherwise, the blocking would
not have begun with this word. Sounding out the first letteras in
many similar casesis tantamount to a statement from the child: "It
is not lack of intellectual ability that makes it impossible for me to
read this word, but emotional blocking. If it were not knowing the
letters, I would not know even the first letter. Knowing the first letter
would facilitate reading the word, if the problem, were one of knowing
letters," When the teacher showed that she understood the boy's
dilemma by talking about the associations the word fight evoked in
his mind, he could.read it. Her remarks about how common it is for
boys of ,his age to fight had helped him to understand that his sub-
consciouS feeling that it was wrong for him to think abOut fighting,
the emotion that had blocked him, was not what the text had wished
to convey, or at least not what his teacher thought. This perception
permitted him to understand that what had blocked him was not the
content of the story but his feelings that i: was very wrong for him to
Tight with his sister. . .

My purpose in drawing attention to the enconscious phenomena
that account for blockings and misreadings was not that their con-,
sideration permits the spontaneous removal of a reading block or the
correction of a misreading, although these are often the desirable
consequences. My intention was to suggest that treating.the uncon-
scious aspects in reading with respect in accordance with the impor-
tant concerns of the reading child which they reflect changes reading
that before seemed an arduous chore into an exciting and enlightening
experience. Reading that had been viewed as a much too difficult and
boring experience then becomes endowed with deep meaning and fot
that reason is sought by the child with enthusiasm.

9 0
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Notes

I. A Home for the Heart (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1974).
2. The following data were collected as part of research made possible by a

grant from the Spencer Foundation, whose support is gracefully acknowledged.
A publication on this investigation has 1 een prepared by the two main
investigators. Kai -n Zelan and the author of this paper, On Learning to Read:
The Child's Fascination with Meaning (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1981).
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